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Foundation is considered as one of the main parts of any structure such as buildings, railways, 
bridges, etc. The type of foundation used is highly dependent on the type and properties of soil. 
The design of foundations requires many factors that should be defined such as the load that the 
foundation is going to hold, geological conditions of the soil under the foundation, type of soil 
and the local building code criteria.

There are number of differences in the geological and soil conditions in Iraq. As a consequence, 
these differences are reflected on the type of foundation to be used. Despite these differences,
same materials and style of buildings are used all over Iraq. To have good information about the 
materials and the required design of the foundation, a comprehensive historical review was 
executed to highlight the progress of the materials and types of foundation that was used since the 
dawn of civilization up to the present (ancient, Islamic, Ottoman and British occupation till after 
independent).

Present day situation had been analysed through a case study which illustrated the link between 
soil and foundation types in three different parts of Iraq (Mosul, Baghdad and Basrah). One 
building was analysed using STAAD. Pro software in these regions. Furthermore, the same 
building was analysed using local materials, which were historically used and was compared with 
present day materials used.

It is evident that Iraqi designers and engineers require local code to define all the loads, materials
and design of the foundation to be used. The use of local materials might be very effective from 
both engineering and economic perspectives.

ABSTRACT 
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                      Foundations of educational buildings in Iraq:
Past, present and future

1Introduction
1.1 Back ground 
Design and constructions of any structure such as buildings, bridges, towers, etc., require
standards and rules for safety and healthy constructions for public. Before designing any 
structure, the site should be chosen. In general, each site contains a different type of soil with 
different properties and factors. On the other hand, the design of any structure requires
knowledge about the geology, ground conditions, soil properties of the site and suitable loads 
from local codes should be defined. Building codes are legal documents covering all the 
details for design and constructions of any structure.
In Iraq, educational buildings’ designs are of foreign style with one main material in 

constructions and footings (reinforce concrete) despite the fact that climatic conditions are 
different, soil and geology of Iraq are not the same all over Iraq. Most of Iraqi designers
(which I have interviewed them in many Iraqi universities) are using the American code (ACI 
CODE) and some of them are using the British code (BS CODE) of buildings in the design. 
As a result, these buildings are not serving the goal which is supposed to serve. Moreover,
this type of construction is costly and its implementation takes long time. In addition, thermal 
insulations are not considered for the buildings by designers. According to my work with 
Iraqi universities, they are using the same building schemes (designs) in different parts of 
Iraq without making any changes in these schemes. Therefore, time and money are spent on 
projects for producing low efficiency buildings.
The problem which makes the designers depending on one type of material, and the same 
technique in buildings is the absence of local code in Iraq for design and constructions as I
noticed through my work at the Iraqi Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research.
The presences of a code will definitely help in specifying all the requirements to guide the 
designers and civil engineers for better design and services.

Iraq in 1987, an Iraqi Building code was suggested, but it was not adopted legally. For this 
reason, Iraqi designers could not use it in their work. During the last 40 years, designers in 
Iraq were following either ACI code or BS code. The civil engineers were depending in their 
work on the document referred to:’ Conditions of the contractor for civil engineering works/ 
first &second parts’. This document has another part for mechanical, electrical and chemical 
work. During the last ten years, the Ministry of Planning in Iraq had issued a document for 
instruction execution of contracts. In 2009, the Ministry of Construction and Housing /
National Center for Laboratories and Research Construction had issued a document that 
collected all the standards for materials used in constructions, but still not adopted legally.
This research review the historical buildings during the history of Iraq focusing foundation 
construction and materials used in different parts of Iraq. All the authors who had reviewed 
the historical buildings were focusing on the architecture of the buildings such as domes, 
arches, decorations, inscriptions, etc. Moreover, the materials used in constructions were
restricted due to their availability within the vicinity of the site. The old Iraqi engineers were 
aware about the importance of the climate conditions. 
Furthermore, this research highlighted the possibility of using different foundations in Iraq 
based on the geology and soil conditions. Even for the same building, they could use two 
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different foundation types. All this work will be reflected on the future work  by focusing on 
minimizing the dead loads (using lightweight  materials in structures) to change the type of 
foundations to be used, also, using different codes to present the effects of buildings on soil. 
 

1.2 Aim of the study
It is well known that the geology and the soil conditions in Iraq vary greatly in the north, 
middle and south parts of the country. Despite these differences, the type of foundations and 
materials used are about to be the same all over Iraq. In addition, there is no engineering 
building code suitable for Iraq to be followed by the engineers. 
The objectives of this study are:

1- Investigating the types of foundations that are used in Iraq as well as the materials 
used. It is believed that the differences in soil conditions and the geology in Iraq 
highly influence the style of foundation and the materials to be used.

2- Historical review of the type of and materials used in foundation was studied to 
show the progress of the use of local materials.

3- A sample of a hypothetical modern building was analysed in three parts of Iraq 
(Mosul, Baghdad and Basra). This work is to highlight the differences in soil and 
geology as well as the differences in the type of foundations from north to south 
using computer modeling (staad prov8i software).

4- Comparison between the local materials used historically and those used now 
(concrete) was carried out. This was done to highlight the advantages and 
disadvantages of materials which were   used in different times 

Once the analysis is achieved, it will help in suggesting a new building code for the materials 
and type of foundations to be used in Iraq. This code will be compared with those well-
established codes. In addition, the modern systems such as cold formed steel, pre cast, timber 
and thermistor will be adapted in the code. Local environmental factors as well as the 
availability of materials to be used will be taken into consideration.

1.3 Methodology 
In order to achieve the aim of this study, the conducted research has been done according to 
the following:

Data Collection: historical information about the design type of buildings and foundations
was collected.  In addition, information about the type of materials which has been used 
during the long history of ancient Iraq was also collected. The source was Iraqi libraries, 
Iraqi museum, internet search, and e-books.
Data Analysis: Analysis of the collected information was done to find out how the 
progress in the design of the foundation, and the materials developed with time.
Visits to sites: Visits to the universities (Mosul, Baghdad and Basrah) were conducted to 
collect the data about the existing educational buildings as well as sites investigations of 
projects in Mosul, Baghdad and Basrah universities.
Personal experience: Using my personal experience, I have noted that the materials used in 
the northern, central and southern regions of Iraq are the same. My experience comes from 
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the projects I had supervised in the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research 
all over Iraq.
Software packages: STAAD Pro v8i software was used for the design and analysis of the
educational buildings in three regions of Iraq. (This software is widely used in Iraq). The
program contains the following facilities [ A Bentley solutions centre, 2006] :

1. Graphical model generation utilities also text editor based commands for creating 
the mathematical model.

2. Analysis engines for performing Pdelta analysis and linear elastic, finite element 
analysis, dynamic response and frequency extraction.

3. Design engines for checking and optimization for code of aluminium, steel and 
timber members. Concrete reinforcement calculations for columns, slabs, beams 
and shear walls. Shear and moment design for steel connections members.

4. Result viewing, result verification and report generation tools for examining 
bending moment, displacement diagrams and shear force diagrams and solid stress 
contours.

5. Peripheral tools for activities such as export and import of data to and from other 
widely accepted links, formats other popular softwares.

6. A library of exposed functions called open staad to allow users to access internal 
functions of staad pro.  

Local material: Calculating the foundation for the same educational building but with 
different materials.
Comparison: Comparing the two materials used (concrete and local material) for the same 
building and for one region (Mosul).
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2 Geology and soil of Iraq
2.1 GEOLOGY

Rock weathering produces soils; its features are highly controlled by the parent rocks. In 
general, residual soil is formed and remained in place while transported soils are 
deposited to another place. There are many transporting agents such as wind, gravity, 
glaciers, and water. The soil study for any site or area must be depending on good 
understanding of the geology of that area. Most of the areas of Iraq are covered by desert 
and characterized by its arid climate. The majority of the populations are living within 
the Tigris and Euphrates flood plains. Physiographicaly, Iraq can be divided into 3 major 
regions. These are the Mountains and foothills, Mesopotamian plain and Deserts (Figure 
2.1). 

2.1.1 The mountains and foothills region: This region is confined to northern and north-
eastern part of Iraq. Parts of this area consist of rocks with very thin layers of soil. Soils are 
deposited in foothills. The soils in the valleys and plains are accumulated due to physical, 
chemical and biological processes. Mountains are confined to a relatively narrow strip to the 
northern and eastern parts of Iraq while the foothills are located to the west and south-west of 
this region. This area is characterized by extensive plains and large towns like Mosul; Kirkuk 
and Erbil which are built within these plains [Buringh, 1960]. 
Near the River Tigris and its tributaries three levels of accumulated terraces exist running
parallel to the river banks. They consist of gravels, boulders, sands and clays that are poorly 
cemented. Flat areas between anticlines are covered by sheet run-off sediments. They 
comprise clay, sand and silt, and sometimes coated by scattered gravels. Valleys are locally 
developed with fill deposits, flood plain and sabkha sediments. Sand dunes are combined 
within the synclinal areas of the foothills area. The groundwater table in this area is about 20 
to 30 meters deep. Moreover, the groundwater is not saline [Jassim et al., 2006].

Figure 2.1:  Physiographic Map of Iraq [Buringh, 1960]
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2.1.2 The Mesopotamian plain: It is an area that extends from North-West of Baiji city
stretching to the Arabian Gulf. Fifty percent of the southern part of this plain was used to be 
covered with water. Soil of this area is covered by flat lying alluvium sediments brought by 
the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers. The climate in this area is semi-arid climate. The soil 
contains (20- 30% lime) calcareous, saline and alluvial sediment. Mesopotamia flood plain 
consists of thick Quaternary sediment of fluvial origin (about280m), alluvial fans (about50m
thick) on the flanks and Aeolian sediments in some parts. The Quaternary deposits near 
Baghdad are 80m thick and it increases to more than 250 m south east Basrah. The plain 
sediments include levee silts and clays, plain flood clays and stacked river channel sand 
bodies with accidental marsh deposits. The ground water is shallow where the water table 
depth ranges between1to5 m between Baghdad and Kut city. South of Kut city to Basra city 
the water table depth is less than 1 m deep. Furthermore the area has complicated process of 
salinization such as south Basrah city [Buringh, 1960; Jassim et al., 2006].
2.1.3 The deserts:  Deserts cover more than half the area of Iraq. There are three main 
deserts, they are: 
1-Jezira desert: It is located northwest Iraq. The upper part of Al- Jezira is partly steppe area 
and partly desert. Large number of salt playas and thick gypcrete soil exists. The thickness of 
the gypcrete soil varies from 30 cm in the most elevated parts to more than 8m in low areas. 
The soil covering the depressions usually contains high percentage of gypsum, averaging 
30% and might reach 80% in some local areas. Jezira area contains several major salt playas
(salt marsh), these are: The largest sunailsla, Bowara and Twawila playas (figure 2.2).
The depth of ground water in Jezira area is between 10m-20 m.
2-Western or northern desert (Rutba zone): This area is characterized by its Quaternary 

sediment which is confined to wadis and depressions. Rock fragments with thin veneer of 
loam covers large areas. Wadi fill sediments reach several meters in thicknesses and consist 
of boulders, cobbles and pebbles of limestone.  Wadi beds are partly coated by aeolian sand.  
In the western desert the depth of ground water is 10 m in the area near Euphrates River to
more than 250 m near the Iraq- Jordan, Saudi border.
3-The Southern desert (Salman zone): Very wide sand sheets coupled with active dunes are 
covering this area.  Soil in this area is limy and sandy in the southern part and of aeolian type 
in the eastern part. Most of the upper layers of soil have been affected by physical processes 
of wind erosion. The groundwater in this area is between 50m to 100 m depth [Buringh, 
1960; Jassim et al., 2006].

Figure 2.2: Location map of Al-Jezira salt marsh [Al-Ma’ala, 2009]
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2.2 SOIL
2.2.1 Introduction

Soil is uncemented accumulation of mineral particles containing water and/or air in the void 
space between particles. Soil formation from rock weathering may be either physical or 
chemical. It is deposited in different places, and it is not homogeneous. Soil can be divided
into three types:
a-Non- Cohesion soil: In this type, the grains are not sticky. It can be divided into three types 
depending on the grain size. They are clay less than 0.002mm, Silt 0.002- 0.06 mm, Sand 0.1-
2 mm, Gravel 6-60 mm, Cobbles 100-200mm and Boulders over 200 mm [Craig, 2004].      

b- Cohesive soil: It is composed of small grains, sticky, plastic, and there is an attraction 
between the grains. Clay is an example of this type of soil. Its grain size is less than 
0.002mm. Sometimes it is found mixed with silt then it is referred to as silty clay or with sand 
and referred to as clay sand. On the limit between clayey and sandy soils are silty soils. They 
are cohesion less and fine grained [Liu, 2001].         

c- Organic soil: It contains 1- 6% organic material, which affects the engineering properties 
because it is compressible, crumbly, and spongy. Moreover, it has low shear strength [Liu, 
2001].

For design purposes, soil has been divided into two types as coarse, and fine. Coarse type 
includes sands, cobbles, gravels, and boulders while fine type includes silts and clay.

2.2.2 Distribution of soil in Iraq: Due to the differences in the geology and physiography of 
Iraq, the soil characteristics and types are different and will be described as follows:
2.2.2.1 Soil of mountains and foothills region: The mountains located north and north-
eastern part of Iraq consist mainly of different types of limestone such as hard white 
limestone, dolomitic lime stone, platy brown limestone, blocky bluish- grey limestone and 
white chalk except that part near Iranian border, which consists of various metamorphic rocks
(figure: 2.1).  The stony land has enough boulders and stones to submerge other soil features.
The mountain valleys are filled up with gravel and conglomerate brought by weathering and 
erosion of the Bakhtiari Formation. The type of soil in the valleys is silty clay. Soils east 
Dohuk city has dark brown colour with carbonate available in the fine sand fraction. In 
addition, wide areas of clay soils in the northern part of the city can be classified as expansive
soils. The tops of hills are of rounded shape with gently sloping foot. The soils are thin on its 
slopes and contain gravel. North-west Kirkuk city, the soils are underlain by gypsum, 
sandstone and Bakhtiari gravel. Soils of the foothill areas west of Erbil, Kirkuk and Mosul 
mainly consist of limestone, gypsum and siltstone with many gravel fans. Most of Mosul 
soils are expansive clayey [Buringh, 1960; Al-Ne’aimi et al., 2010 and Al-Khashab et al.,
2008]. Soil problems of the foothills area are mainly due to the high content of gypsum and 
the expansive clayey soil.  
2.2.2.2 Soil of Mesopotamian plain region: Almost all soils of the Mesopotamian plain can 
be classified as alluvial soils. Soils of Tigris and Euphrates river’s basin are fine textured 
(silty clay loam, silty clay and clay) with up to 50-70% of clay grains. Generally, soils are 
poorly drained and sometimes water logged. The levee soil of Tigris River near Baghdad is 
silty clay. Baghdad soils are silty clay; silty clay loam and silt loam and are of low salinity.
Soils are of fine sandy and silty type along the streams and on the islands of the rivers. The 
area of east Tigris River south Baghdad has silty and fine sand soil type. Also soil is saline 
(sodium chloride) and some Sabakh soils do occur. Babylon soils are dark brown to brown 
silty clay loam. They are angular blocky, porous and saline. [Buringh,1960]. Secondary 
gypsum (juss) is concentrated in the middle third and southern parts of Iraq. The area
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between Samarra and Najaf cities are covered by tertiary rock and quaternary sediments. The 
soil is mainly consisting of marl, clay stone, limestone and gypsum (gypsiferous).
Gypsiferous soils has different problems on structures that are built on it such as tilting, 
deferential settlements, cracks etc. because of the solubility of gypsum by rain water or 
irrigation [Al-Dabbas et al., 2010]. The gypsiferous soils cover about 28.6% of the area of 
Iraq. The eastern side of Basrah is covered by fine grained sediments, while the western side 
covered with coarse grained sediments. Fifty percent of the area of Basrah is covered by fine 
grained soil [Mahmoud et al., 2011; Muttashar et al., 2012].
2.2.2.3 The deserts region:
1- Al-Jezira: The depressions areas of Al-Jezira are rich with clay soil. The soil of the 
northern part of this area contains organic matter. While the soil in the southern part contains
gypsum and anhydrite with some silt and mudstone. In most parts of Jezira, the soil consists 
of weathered gypsum with high salinity and in some areas secondary gypsum (juss) is 
accumulated on surface. In the north eastern part of Jezira, the soil is greyish or reddish-
brown of loamy, sandy loam and silty clay, which are found in the smooth valleys.
2- Western or northern desert: The surface of this area is covered with cobble and pebbles of 
limestone, chert and flint. The northern part of this region, Ga’ara depression is filled with 
fluviatile and lacustrine material. This area contains many wadis and depressions. Soils in the 
beds of Wadi contain white and pink pebbles and cobbles of limestone and siliceous rocks 
mixed with brownish calcareous silt, clay and sand. Some of the depression’s soil is
bituminous. Also in some area of the region have asphalt from ancient times up to present 
day.
3- Southern desert: Soils of this part mainly contains limestone. Near the eastern side of this 
part, an extensive sand dune zone occurs. The Dibdibba plain southern this region, is flat area
containing gravelly to sandy soil. Shallow depressions in the north western part, have 
extensive area of angular limestone boulders. The area in the south west is covered by sand. 
In the central part of this region, the soils are mainly sandy and silty loams. The sands are 
predominantly composed of quartz mixed with limestone. The soil of the area is highly saline 
[Buringh, 1960].
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3 Foundations in Iraq
3.1 Introduction: The design of foundations of structures like buildings, dams and bridges 

require: 
1- The amount of load that will be transmitted by the structure to the foundation.
2- The geological conditions affecting the soil under the foundation such as soil nature, 
stratification and groundwater depth.
3- The behaviour and stress of soils due to deformability that can support the foundation.
4- The standards of the local building code.
The parameters of soil that must be defined for designs purposes are: the grain size 
distributions, shear strength, plasticity, and compressibility [Das, 1999]. These parameters 
can be determined both by field and laboratory tests, as following [Lambe, 1951]:

Laboratory test:
1- Sieve analysis.                                        
2- Proctor test (soil compaction).
3- Permeability test.
4- Balloon densmeter.
5- Consolidation test.
6- Atterberg limits (bulk density, liquid limit, plastic limit, unconfined Compression 
tests).
7- Hydrometer test. 

Field test: 
1- In- place soil unit weight test.
2- Filed compaction.
3- Vane test.
4- Balloon densmeter.
6- Cone penetration test.
7- Boring test.

There are different types of foundations to be used depending on the type of soil as shown in
table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Types of Foundations [Sandt, 2010; Coduto, 2001]

No. Type of 
foundations

Shape of 
foundations Uses

a Shallow 
foundation

1. Individual 
footing

For small to mudium size 
structure, and moderate to good

soil.Also large moment loads 
are present.
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3.1.1 Bearing capacity and settlement criteria: Bearing capacity is defined as the ability of 
soil to bear the load applied to the ground. For foundation design the bearing capacity of soils 

2.Combined 
footing

 

 

Useful when columns are 
located too close together, and 

for moderate to good soil.

3. Cantilever 
or strap
footing

 

 

It is consists of an eccentrically 
loaded footing provides the 

necessary moment in the 
exterior footing to counter the 

eccentric load.

4. Wall 
footings

Are used to prop non-structural 
walls.

5. Continuous 
footings

 

To provide eccentric loading.

6. Mat or Raft 
footing

Used on poor conditions of soils 
with low bearing capacity, and 
structural loads are erratic,and 

bottom of the structure is 
located below the groundwater 

table.

b Deep 
foundations

1. Pile 
foundations

Reducing differential 
settlements, and structural loads 
are so high or the soil condition 

so poor.

2. piers

Used to carry heavy structural 
load.

3.
compensated 
foundations

Makes balance between stress 
of excavation and the stress 

applied from foundation. Also 
consisted of deep basemen.
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must be evaluated to prevent shear failure or excessive settlement of the soil under the 
foundation. Foundation load per unit area at which the shear failure occurs in soil is called the 
ultimate bearing capacity; qu. Different methods of analysis were established for measuring 
the unit ultimate bearing capacity.  Myerhof (1963) suggested the most comprehensive and 
general bearing capacity equation that includes   depth, shape and bearing capacity factors, 
also it includes the base loading of the foundation and the surface of ground. The equation is 
[Das, 1999]:

)1......(
2
1 FFFFFFqFFFcq idsqiqdqsqcicdcscu

Where: c = cohesion, (KN/m2).
q = effective stress at the level of the bottom of the foundation, (KN/m2). 

= unit weight of soil, (KN/m3).
B = width of foundation (= diameter for a circular foundation), (m).       , , = shape factors, , = depth factors, , = load inclination factors, , = bearing capacity factors

The factors of depth, shape and load inclination are empirical factors depending on the 
experimental data. Many scientists suggested a general relationship for calculating these 
factors depending on extensive laboratory tests. Bearing capacity factors depend on field and 
laboratory studies. The above factors can be calculated using different equations as cited by 
Das [1999].
The allowed settlement of foundation is possible to control the bearing capacity. There are 
three types of settlement of a structural foundation [Tomlinson, 1995]:

a- The immediate settlement: It is elastic deformation due to the application of loads 
without any change in water content.

b- Consolidation settlement: This type takes place after the reduction in the volume of 
the soil due to extrusion of some pore water from the soil.

c- Creep: This type takes place after many years when the extrusion of excess pore 
water is completed.

The differential settlement in the foundations must be identified to prevent additional 
stresses or big inclinations in a building. Skempton and Mc Donald (1956) suggested the 
maximum limits of settlement allowable before damages the building. The maximum 
settlement limit for sand = 50mm, and for clay = 75mm [Al-Shukrgi et al., 1985].
The factor of safety used in the design of the foundation takes into considering the dead
and live loads for the bearing capacity of soil. The relationship between deflection of soil 
and pressure is referred to as the modulus of sub grade reaction. This is used in the 
analysis of foundation of   structures. Its value depends on the soil type. To calculate the 
value of sub grade reaction (ks) from the allowable bearing capacity qa, the following 
equation is used [Bowles, 1997]:

ks =40. SF. qa KN/m3………….. (2)                qa = qult/ SF         …………………….. (3)
From 2&3: ks = 40.SF. qult/ SF= 40. qult ………….. (4)
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Where: SF = is safety factor     
qa = allowable bearing capacity

qult =
ks is  qult . 40 is reasonably moderates but smaller assumed displacements can always be 
used [Bowles, 1997].

3.1.2 Loading Conditions: The loads that are used in the design of foundations and 
structures (Figure: 3.1) are: 

Dead Load: It includes the weight of all the constituent materials of the structure such as 
structural floors, service fixed equipment like air- conditioning. 
Live Load: It includes the weight of the bodies which are added to the structure during its 
use, such as warehouse goods or furniture. 
Wind Load: Its calculation depends on the building codes because this load may act on 
all exposed surfaces of the structure. 

Snow Load: It is a result of accumulation of snow on flat surface and roofs and it causes 
heavy load. Codes of buildings give this load for design purposes.
Earth Pressure: It is usually considered as a dead load, the earth produces lateral force 
affecting the surrounding substructures available underground. 
Water Pressure: It produces forces acting upward (hydrostatic uplift) on the bottom of 
the structure.  It is similar to that produced by earth pressure. 
Earthquake Forces: It acts on different directions on the structure (vertically, laterally, or 
torsionally). For the design purposes it is obtained from the code of buildings [Bowles, 
1997].

Figure 3.1: Type of structural loads acting on foundation [Coduto, 2001]
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3.2 Ancient era (150,000 BC-226 AD)
3.2.1 The old population of Iraq (150,000 BC to 2370 BC): Humans recognized the 
importance of buildings before the dawn of civilization. In Mesopotamia the oldest 
civilizations were discovered. The civilization started from 150,000 BC and continued 
onward. After this successive civilizations dominated Iraq. The remains of the buildings are 
distributed all over Iraq (Figure 3.2). This period including many ages as:

3.2.1.1 The stone ages (Palaeolithic, Mesolata, Neolithic) (150,000 BC to 5000 BC): The 
beginning of civilization started with people living in caves in the northern part of Iraq. Then 
the inhabitants lived in land and started to build houses. These houses were of rounded shape 
(figures3.3) and foundations were made of natural large stone [Seton, 1993]. After that the 
houses become rectangular in shape. The materials used for building were mainly mud and 
stone for foundation. Later they used liben (mixture of clay and remains of barley). They 
used long liben like cigar in their buildings ( ) [Yuosaf, 1982].                                 

Figure 3.2: Archaeological Map of Iraq [Kadhim, 2011] 

Figure 3.3: Round House [Yosaf, 1982] Figure 3.4: Circular with bees cells 
house [Seton, 1993]
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3.2.1.2 Pre-strains age (6000 BC to 3000 BC): The houses were circular in shape and inside 
form of bees cells were constructed (figure 3.4). Foundation was built by stone and the walls 
by mud. Clay was the main material to be used in northern part of Iraq. In southern part of 
Iraq the early inhabitants lived in huts of reeds. Then they developed their buildings using 
bricks made of mixture of mud and barely (liben). They also used these materials in building 
temples. Later houses and palaces were built with a raft (clay mixed with straw) and villages 
became cities. In this period the buildings were built with foundation underground surface. 
Before the buildings were built on the ground surface directly [Sousa, 1981]. At Warka age, 
in Eridu, some of the houses were built with canes and papyrus and others using bricks. 
Temples were built with stucco and stones. The foundations of palaces become wide ranging 
from 3 m to 3.5m. The temples were built on an artificial hill. People learn the adobe industry 
[Yuosaf, 1982]. The temples started to be built on a new type of foundation which is terrace 
like of a height reaching 5 m. Such buildings were found south of Baghdad. Material used 
was solid cemented liben blocks. The temple was built on two terraces on land furnished with 
mud. The shape of terraces looks like D letter (figure 3.5). The highest terrace is coated with 
a layer of asphalt. During this period they started to use decorations [Zayed, 1967; Safar et 
al., 1981]. The inhabitants started to build another type of high temples which is refered to as 
“ziggurats”. These buildings form an important feature of Mesopotamia civilization. In 
Warka, a group of arched complex buildings were built representing the largest urban 
Sumerian engineering work were found. They used liben (convex-straight type) in the 
construction which was put in zigzag rows (figure 3.6). This stage represents the end of the 
pre-historical period and the bases of Iraq’s civilization [Sousa, 1981].

3.2.2 Historical time in Mesopotamia (2370 BC to 539 BC)
3.2.2.1 Akkedian empire (2370 BC to 2159 BC): This period is characterized by using liben 
(size 52*52 cm) in the construction. Moreover many palaces were built where some of them 
were used as fort and hostel for travellers. 
3.2.2.2 The third dynasty of Ur (2111 BC to 2003 BC): The main feature of engineering 
work in this era is building of high ziggurats. The building was located in such a way that 
they were parallel to the geographic directions. The builders were aware of the importance of 
wind and sun rise and sun set directions. Also in this era the cities were surrounding by great 

Figure 3.5: Temple in D shape
[Yuosaf, 1982]

Figure 3.6: liben of convex-straight type [Seton, 1993]
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mud walls. Ur city was one of the famous cities in this era and it looks oval in shape 
[Bassmachi, 1972]. Its high and big famous ziggurat was built in three layers and on the top 
layer the temple was built. The ziggurat was red in colour due to the use of grill wage from 
the external sides. It was built with grilled wrapped bricks (brick red) (figure3.7) with 
thickness of 2.4m between the mortar tars compatible with canes woven in thick layers, the 

Inside part was built with grill wage [Port, 1997]. One of the unique characteristics of this 
structure was that the walls look concave although they were vertical .Fire was used to dry 
the bricks used internally [Mohammad Ail, 1977].
3.2.2.3 The old Babylonian era: (1894BC to 1595BC): This era is characterized by the 
building of huge splendour palaces in spite the fact that building temples also continued. The 
area of the palace was usually 200m*140m. In the middle of the area there is a central court 
and rooms are built around it. One of these rooms is the meeting room which is big and semi 
rounded with stairs. Beside this room is the king's throne room which is the biggest room in 
the palace. The construction material was limestone while for temples it was liben .In this era 
they continued building ziggurats, which were either of the type containing stairs or the kind 
containing gentle ramps. They were composed of two layers to seven layers in height 
[Yuosaf, 1982]. The construction material was made of square liben 45cm*45cm*10cm, this 
liben was made of silt clay soil or sandy clay soil. The mortar material was used as an 
adhesive for liben or brick which was made of mixed mud with water and sometimes straw 
was add in order to preserve the construction from natural symptoms for a longer period. Tar
and asphalt were also used as plaster in the foundations of the buildings and walls because 
they are available since ancient times in Hit. In addition, lime was used as plaster to build the 
foundations and walls because it is moisture proof and it has good cohesive features 
[Mohammad Ail, 1977].
3.2.3 Historical times: The Assyrians (4000 BC to 612 BC): The most important cities of 
Assyrian kingdom were Assyria (built on the projection of rock limestone), Kaleh and 
Nimrod. The kings of this kingdom were interested to build those cities and fortified them by 
walls and high defence towers as well as the construction of palaces, temples and ziggurats 
from stone material. The buildings were characterized by the carved the winged bulls and 
winged lions from stone, inscriptions and writings. 

Figure 3.7: the Ur Ziggurat and City Map [Al Saadi, 2010]
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The city of Dor-Churkin (Khorspad) was almost square in shape 1760m*1675m, having 
thick walls 66.7m which made it like a fort [Seton, 1993]. On both side of each door, there 
were eruptions winged. This is evidence on the evolution of greatness of architecture and 
construction at the time (Figure3.8). Avery large palace inside the fence was also built on a 
terrace 12m high from the ground level. They used stones (cubic in shape) as building 
material. The palace complex contains 200 rooms and 30 courts as well as a temple and 
ziggurat. The ziggurat base was square in shape 42m*42 m. It consists of 7 terraces (layers) 
having individual height of 6.1m which makes the total height 42.7m. Each terrace had a 
different colour. The areas of the terraces were decreasing from the ground to the top 
[Rawlinson, 2011], (Figures 3.9). The use of stone in the foundations and construction of the 
Assyrian building was very common because it is available in the northern part of Iraq from 
the mountains. They also used limestone and alabaster to coat huge walls [Sousa, 1981]. 

3.2.4 Last Babylonian times (646 BC to 539 BC): Babylon was the capital of the 
Babylonian kingdom. The city was surrounded by two walls. They were built with liben and 
bricks (figure 3.10). Ishtar was the most famous gate of the city. Its height is 14 m. Number 
of big houses were built in Babylon. The summer palace which was referred to as “Babylon 
Mountain” due to its height was built in a square shaped having an area 250m*250m. It was 
18 m above the level of the street. Construction techniques and decorations reached its climax 
in the Babylonian era using glazed bricks to decorate the walls and floors and bench throne. 
The most important materials used in building palaces, temples and other buildings were 
large stones of basalt and diorite and other hard rocks. They were used in the foundations and 
in the work of hook and spin. The asphalt and tar have been used to prevent the commune of 
moisture in building foundation and walls, also they used lime commune as a good cohesion 
to prevent moisture in the building, foundations and walls [Mohammed Ail, 1977].

Figure 3.8: Khorsabads palace, Temple 
[Rawlinson, 2011] 

Figure 3.9: Terrace of Khorsabad and 
Ziggurat [Rawlinson, 2011]

Figure 3.10: Plan of Babylon City and its Model [Yosaf, 1982]
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3.2.5 Foreign rule of Mesopotamia (539 BC to 637 AD): 
3.2.5.1 The Persians (Alakmignon) and Romans (539 BC to 323 BC): The Persians 
reconstructed Babylonian cities and they built palaces. The remains of their buildings are so 
little. Alexander the great defeated the Persian state and made Babylon his capital. The most 
important construction was the building of the Romanian playground [Yuosaf, 1982].
3.2.5.2 The Persians (Alfrthein) (126 BC to 227 AD): They reconstructed the Iraqi cities 
(Babylon, Kish, Navarre, Warka and Assyria), and built temples on the Romanian style. Their 
buildings were characterized by huge walls built with liben in large sizes. In Ashur city, the 
buildings were unique by its columns. Geometric shaped stones were used instead of liben. 
They started to build open Iwan with square courtyard surrounded by colonnaded (peristyle). 
The inhabitants of the Assyria city reconstructed their city, and built houses of two types for 
rich and ordinary people. They used bricks and plaster. In addition to the used of geometric 
stones in the foundations. Most of these houses have Iwan which is open from north. Mortar
plaster was used for constructing the sanitary system. The stones were fixed with liben, in the 
same way they built the deep foundations over liben (Figure3.11) [Anderi et al., 1987].

3.2.5.3 The Sasanian (224 AD to 637 AD): Tesfon was the capital of Mesopotamia in this 
era. A famous palace known as Ewan Chosroes (tesfon arch) [Yuosaf, 1982] and it was the 
largest vault ever constructed. The building started in 540 AD. The area of the palace was 
300m2. The width of the entrance of the Ewan was 25.63m and it was 43.72 m long and the 
thickness of the bottom walls about 3m. The arch was about 37 m high 26 m across and 50 m 
long. The thickness at the top of the arch is 1 m while the walls at the base are 7 m in 
thickness [Reade, 1999]. The palace was constructed with plaster and bricks (figure3.12).

3.2.5.4 The Hatra city (250 BC to 226 AD): This city grew up in the desert between the 
Romans and Persians empires. The Hatra temple is one of the important buildings in the city 
because of its architectural features and the construction technology used (Figure 3.13). Some 
of which were built similar to the Greek style with geometric shaped stones [Yuosaf, 1982]. 

Figure 3.11: cross section showing the foundation [Anderi et al., 1987] 

Figure 3.12: Plan of Ewan Chosroes [Yuosaf, 1982]
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Most prominent features of Hatra buildings is the use of geometric stones with plaster as 
mortar material, also they used hooks to connect the stones. The gaps between stones were 
filled with a mixture of cement plaster and small stone. The construction in Hatra area is 
characterized by strong, beauty and art, and show advanced civilian emulate the great 
civilizations [Al-Husanai, 1958].

3.2 Islamic era (637 to 1639) AD
This period lasted 1002 years. The Islamic period is characterized by the establishment of big 
new cities such as Basra, Kufa, Baghdad and Wasit. All the buildings were characterized by 
an internal courtyard or garden. The courtyard might have ceiling some times. Another 
feature was the presence of more than one courtyard, and they act as a filter for dust and   to 
moderate the air temperature inside the house [Russe, 1990]. The Islamic engineers followed 
firm steps in their work. They used to prepare the plan drawing and calculated the cost and 
quantities of material required for the construction [Al-Mosawi, 1982]. This period includes:

3.3.1 Rasheden Caliphs era (632-661) AD: Basra city was established in 637 AD. A 
mosque, emirate house and finance house were built. These buildings were within the center 
of the city. Surrounding these buildings were the markets, public bathes and residential 
houses [Al-Mosawi, 1982]. The material used was mud and liben (This is a mixture of clay, 
water and barley). The foundations was mixed in a special technique referred as “Bakla” in 
this technique they dig a trench and they put the mix of clay with water and barley inside the 
trench.   Once the mixture is very well compacted, walls are built on top of it. Kufa was the 
second city to be built in 638 AD. It was built in a similar way to Basra city. The materials 
used for building were mud and liben. The emirate house was built over foundations having 
depth of 90cm [Yuosaf, 1982].
3.3.2 Umayyad Era (661- 750) AD: This period marks major development in construction 
and architectural work. The engineers modified the style of buildings that they saw in 
conquest countries and they mixed it with the Islamic style. The weather conditions were 
considered into build of constructions. Also the topography and the soil type were taken into 
consideration [Al-Bahnace, 1990]. Engineers were very keen to build   mosques in such a 
way to reflect the spirit of religion and it also reflects the engineering development [Al-
Karbotaly, 1994]. The style of construction used to was depending on the structural system 
and the bearing walls. During these period columns, pillars reinforce, and arches of different 
types (semi-circular, horseshoe, and spire) were used [Al-Sultani, 2006]. They used to mix 
the extinguisher lime with ash which makes the mixture more resistant. Houses had more less 
the same design. They had central court which is about 1m lower than the other parts of the
house [Sailh, 2009]. Houses had basements under the ground to be used during summer due 
to the hot temperatures. These basements had their roofs shaped like arch to provide strength 

Figure 3.13: Building Style in Hatra [Freedom, 2009]
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and durability to bear the loads over them and for thermal insulation. Chimney like structure 
was built starting at the basement to the top roof and they were called Al Malkuf. The depths 
of the foundations were used in Kufa city for the walls were 5.5m. The materials used in the 
construction were wage and plaster [Yuosaf, 1982]. The emirate house was built in a square 
shape with dimension 176m*176m (figure 3.14). The house was surrounded by two walls. 
The average thickness of the wall was 3.6 m. It was supported by semicircle towers from the 
external side, their diameters was about 3.6m. The ribs of the internal wall thickness were 1.8 
m. The materials used in the construction were wage 36cm*36cm*9cm and plaster. Mosul 
city resembles other cities in its construction.  The construction materials for the buildings in 
Mosul were stones, geometric stones, gravel and wage. In addition it had a wall surrounding 
the city which was built with wage [Al-Mosawi, 1982]. Wasit city was established at (701-
703) AD, on the western bank of Tigris, and became the headquarters of Umayyad emirate in 
Iraq. The main mosque had the dimensions of 182.88m*182.88 m, and its walls 2.5m thick. 
In the middle it had a rectangular courtyard surrounded by five corridors (figure 3.15). 

The construction materials were wage and plaster. The emirate house had the dimensions of 
365.76m*365.76m. Square columns were constructed using square wage. Three blocks 
(madamiq) were used in the foundations of the corridors linked together at the base [Al 
Kasser, 2008; Al Karbotaly, 1994]. 

3.3.3 Abbasid era (750 – 1639): Baghdad was built in 762 AD. It had a circular shape and 
surrounded by huge solid walls (figure 3.16). Three walls can be noticed. The first wall
surrounds the central courtyard and followed by the middle wall. Between these two walls are 
the residential sites. The streets divided Baghdad into four pivotal sections. The material used 
in its construction was lebin of two sizes. The first was square in shape “Aljaafari or
Aledam” 0.915m*0.915m and weighing 200Kg.The other was rectangular shaped
0.91m*0.458 m"munasif" and weighing 100 kg. The first was used in the foundations and the 
second type was cooked to form wage which was used with plaster to build the palace 
[Makya et al., 2005]. Both walls were built using jaafari liben in their foundation. Liben and 
mud were used for the main wall (3.17). The fence was supported from the exterior side by 
113 rounded towers. The corridors and water canal surrounding the city were lined 

Figure 3.14: The Planned for Kufa 
Emirate [Al Karbotaly, 1994] 

Figure 3.15: Planned for Wasit 
Mosque [Al Najaf Alashraf capital of

                                                                                               Islamic culture,2012] 
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With cement like material called “Al Sarowge” made of extinguished lime and other material 
such as ash. This material was durable because it has been built before 1351 year and still
existing in a good shape [Makya et al., 2005; Hasani, 1984]. The palace of Caliph was built 
with marble and stones that were coated with gold. Gold Coatings were used to decorate the 
walls and columns crowns. Wage, plaster, and stones were used for corridors, vents 
trimmings and columns [Alali, 1988; Alalawi, 2008]. The common building material was 
mud apart from the important governmental buildings where they used wage and plaster and 
sometimes marble. The materials used in building the mosque were wage and plaster. They
used wage glazed in building minarets [Yuosaf, 1982]. The biggest school was referred to 
“Mustansiriya” was rectangular in shape covering an area of 4836 m2 (Figure 3.18).It was 
considered as the first Islamic university at that time. Mustansiriya was two flours building 
containing lecture theaters, halls, Ewans, library, pharmacy hospital kitchens, bath rooms, dar 
Alhaddat and dar Al-Quran [Al Mashadani et al., 1985].  The building was very well
ventilated. Like all Abbasid buildings the materials used in build school were wage, plaster, 
and liben.

Samarra:  This city was established in 836 AD after careful engineering, planning and 
design. It was surrounded by an octagonal fence.   Large blocks of liben were used in the 
foundation of the fence. The most important palace was referred to as Caliph Palace 
(figure3.19). The length of its frontal view is 700 m and the distance from the main door to 
the end is about 800 m. The palace had three Ewans. The palace has a second floor and 
basements. The height of the Walls reached 6 m. The wall Foundations were strengthening by 
plaster decorations. Two basements or crypts were built inside the palace in the northern and 
eastern sides. The small crypt was dug to 10 m depth in solid rocks. It had dimensions of 

Figure 3.16: Scheme Model of Baghdad 
[Yuosaf, 1982] 

Figure 3.17: Door of Baghdad and part 
of Fence [Tourist guide, 2011]

Figure 3.18: Plane of Mustansiriya for the two Floors and photo for it [AlBaki, 1989]
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21m*21m. It was connected to three caves.  The walls were decorated with carved plaster. 
The big cave also had square shape with dimensions 180m*180m. Inside this cave was a 
large and extensive pool with diameter 80 m, connected to khariz (khariz is tunnel dug 
underground to collect ground water) [Al Baki, 1989]. Wage was the material used for the 
foundations and walls. Marbles were also used for the walls.  The lower portions of all the 
walls were decorated using plaster coating [Shfiai, 1982; Salum, 2010]. In other palaces they 
used   mixed plaster with stones (boulder) looking like concrete. They also used extinguished 

Lime and ash in foundations and the main walls of salons and halls. The main big mosque 
was built in Samarra in 825 AD and it was referred to as “Al Mutawakkil mosque” (figures 
3.20).It was rectangular in shape 444m*376 m. It was supported by 40-44 towers built with 
wage and plaster.  The foundations of the walls were from liben and wage while plasters were 
used to build the walls. The mosque itself was constructed in rectangular shape 240m*185m, 
composed of courtyard containing rounded large fountain built using single piece of granite 
stone. The walls of the mosque were coated by mirrors (glazed mosaics and gilding).  The 
unique feature of this mosque is its minerate which is referred to as “Malwya” [League of 
Arab states, 1971; AlBaki, 1989]. It was built on two square bases. The dimensions of the 
lower base were 31.80 m*31.80 m, which act as a foundation. The upper 30.50m*30.50 m 
was rising from ground surface 4.20 m. Minaret was rising 50 m from the base and spins 
counter clockwise five times to reach the top by 399 steps of spiral stair of width 2.5m.

Figure 3.19: Plane of Dar Alama (Caliph Palace) [Yuosaf, 1982] 

Figure 3.20: Plane of Samara Mosque with Malwaya Minaret [Hamed et al., 1985]
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3.3.4 Mughal Era (1258 – 1639) AD: In this era construction started in1259 AD. The most 
famous building was Khan Murjan (figure 3.21) [Tartoor, 1987] Khan Murjan was built on 
strong and solid foundations. It was of two floors building 33m*31m.

3.4 Ottomans & British Occupation (1639-1958) AD
3.4.1 Ottoman occupation periods (1639- 1917) AD: At the beginning of the Ottoman state, 
the style of building did not change. The houses were not built according to a specific style. 
The style used was based on the financial ability of the owner and the experiences of the 
builders [Al Ali, 1982]. The houses were either built as one or two floors (figure 3.22).
Houses consist of a middle open rectangular or square courtyard surrounded by Ewan’s and 
rooms. All houses contain the basement to be used during the hot climate. Materials used in 
the buildings were wage, mud, gypsum and mud mixed as a binder. These materials are easily 
cracked and for this reason they added stones without taking into account any metrologic and 
mixing base considerations. These stones were called wastani, jabal, mhyar, and babbly. The 
foundations were 1.0-1.5 m in depth for good ground, but in bad ground their depth reached 
3m.  The width of foundations was not wider than the walls in the houses. Foundations 
material used was broken wage and lime with ash as mortar. This type of mortar was used up 
to 1m over the ground [Reuther, 2005-2006; Al Allaf, 1960].At the end of the Ottoman period 

the style of buildings was changed. A new type started which was influenced by the European 
renaissance, mainly Italian style. The new style was shown in Qishla building. This building 
is considered as turning point in the history of Iraqi construction [Abdul Mejid, 2000]. Qishla 

Figure 3.21: Khan Murjan [Shaaub magazine, 2012 ]

Figure 3.22: Old Baghdad Alleys and Plane of two floors House with Basement 
[Reuther, 2005-2006]
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was built in (1851- 1853) AD, on the west bank of the Tigers river. The building consisted of 
two floors as L shaped (figure3.23). It had a square hollow tower in the middle of its 
courtyard, height 33m and its base dimension 9m*9m. The tower had four clocks in it upper 
part facing the four geographic directions. Local materials like wage and gypsum were used 
in its construction and wage technology was used for the roofing [Seminar, 2004; AlSilq, 
2011].

3.4.2 British occupation period (1917-1958) AD: Planning and building was made by 
British engineers and architects. British engineers were implementing British designs. This 
period of Iraqi buildings history marked the start of a new ways and styles of design, 
building, and materials used (figure 3.24). Materials such as cement and iron (Schliemann) 
were firstly used in Iraq at that period. In addition, local product like bricks used in a new 
technique referred to as stone technology on outer side of the walls [Al Sultani, 2009]. The 
towns were built similar to the British style. The Iraqi house (figure 3.25) in this period had 
an English- Baghdadi style [Peeri, 2008].

3.5 Today situation
During this period the style of building had changed in Iraq for different reasons such as:
modern building materials was used and equipment with new technology.  The objective was 
to implement the modern western life elements style irrespective of its suitability to 
Mesopotamian environment [Abdul Rasul, 1987]. The modern buildings were characterized 
by manifestations not related to the country`s civilization or climatic conditions. The 
buildings became concrete masses full with foreign shapes without any character related to 
the authentic civilization heritage (figure 3.26).

Figure 3.23: Qishla Building like Italian Design [Landmarks, 2011]

Figure 3.24: New Plane of Figure 3.25: English Baghdadi Style 
House [Peeri, 2008] 

Figure 3.26: Modern Building in Baghdad
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4 Foundation codes
4.1 Introduction: A code is a document which includes a complete system of laws.  Building
code is a set of rules, which specify the minimum acceptable level of safety for any 
constructor. The first building code was written early in 3000 BC by Babylonian King 
Hammurabi. The aims of building codes are to improve the public health, safety and welfare. 
When these documents are enacted formally by the appropriate authors, the code will be a 
law. Many codes were been used all over the world. In each country, there is a local code to
be used in construction. The code is becoming as reference for architect and engineers to be
used in designing or constructing [Trombly, 2006]. The American code (ACI) and the 
European code (EUROCODE) are the most well-known codes in the world and are used
nationally and internationally.
4.2 American code (ACI): It is a document that collects many practice standards that are 
provided to architect and engineer [ACI code, 2008]. In 1700 AD, the first code was 
established in USA; and each state had its own code. The insurance companies in the early 
1900 were encouraged to develop the building codes to reduce properly loss payouts caused
by improperly built structures and inadequate construction standards. They collected and 
developed all these codes in one code. Many development steps were done to that code by 
different American organizations until it became international code [Trombly, 2006].

The code of building is arranged in a systematic way for easy reference. It includes all 
aspects of building construction. It consists of thirty five chapters and many appendices. Each 
chapter is divided into sections and each section into subsection. Every section describes 
criteria performance to be met. This code has stated the minimum necessary requirements to 
provide health and safety for public. It also describes all the design requirements for 
reinforced concrete, steel, timber, aluminum and masonry, and where it will be applicable in 
non-building structures. It furthermore, covers the strength of existing concrete structures 
[ACI code, 2008].
4.3 European code (EUROCODE): This code establishes the requirements and principle for 
durability, safety and serviceability of structures. The code became a guide for designer 
through the process of determining the values of design for actions on a structure. The 
Eurocodes development started in 1975. Since then, the codes had been evolved significantly 
and are now alleged to be the most technically developed structural codes in the world. 
Therefore, the national standards existing in 28 countries were replaced by the Eurocodes.
The main benefits of using Eurocode are as they are organized and logical to prevent 
repetition, resulting in more economical structures, more extensive and less restrictive than 
existing codes. Moreover, the code will give more opportunities for designers who work out 
of Europe. The Eurocode comprises the standards shown in figure 4.1, [Bond et al., 2006].

Figure 4.1: The Euorcodes [Bond et al, 2006]
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4.4 Iraqi building code: In the eighties of the last century, an Iraqi code was suggested by 
the committee of Iraqi code. This code was based on the American and British codes. It was 
designed only for reinforce of concrete constructions. In 1987, an Iraqi code was suggested to 
be used optionally for two years. The government did not decide legally that the code will be 
used. For this reason, the Iraqi designers and engineers did not use that code and they were 
depending on ACI and British codes in their works [Code Committee, 1987].

5 Case studies
5.1 Objectives: Iraqi designers and engineers are using the same style of constructions in 
all over Iraq. The main material used by civil engineers in constructions is concrete despite 
the fact that the Iraqi soil and geology is not the same all over Iraq. The buildings are 
concrete masses full with foreign shapes without any character related to the authentic 
civilization heritage plus the fact that local materials are not used. The aim of the case study 
is to illustrate different types of foundations that can be used for different regions in Iraqi.

5.2 Examples: An educational building in Mosul University with two floors (ground and 
first floor) with raft foundation type had been selected. The same building was used for the 
analysis at Baghdad and Basrah universities due to the differences in their soil conditions. 
The design loads (live and dead) were uploaded in Staad Pro. Programme for all the three 
areas (Mosul, Baghdad and Basra). The code used was ACI (because the majority of Iraqi 
designers are using this code).

5.2.1 The loads and bearing capacity used: Bearing capacities which were used in the 
program of the three regions (Mosul, Baghdad and Basra) are shown in table 5.1.The values 
were taken out from ground investigations of the three project sites which were carried out 
by the universities’ laboratories concerned.                                  

Table 5.1: The bearing capacity of soil of the project sites

The loads which were uploaded in the programme were:
Dead load: 25 KN/m2 for foundation (normal dead load + some heavy equipment)

No. area Bearing capacity  (KN/m2)

1 Mosul 300
2 Baghdad 70
3 Basrah 50

Figure 5.1: Photo of the Building (case studies)
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21 KN/m2 for first floor (18KN/m2 for partitions + 3KN/m2 for terminate
load)
7.5 KN/m2 for second floor (4.5KN/m2 for terminate load+ 3 KN/m for partitions) 

Live load: 5 KN/m2 for first floor
3 KN/m2 for second floor

In addition to the above loads, the self-weight of the structure   was calculated directly by the 
programme used. Exactly the same loads were used for the three regions (Mosul, Baghdad 
and Basrah) as they are tabulated in tables 5.2 and 5.3.

Table 5.2: Basic Load Cases 
 

 

 

Table 5.3: Combination Load cases [ACI, 2008]

Number Name

1 LOAD CASE 1/SELF WEIGHT

2 LOAD CASE 2/ FINISH LOAD - PARTITIC

3 LOAD CASE 3/ TOTAL LIVE LOAD

4 LOAD CASE 4/ PARTIAL LIVE LOAD 1

5 LOAD CASE 5/ PARTIAL LIVE LOAD 2

Comb. Combination L/C Name Prim
ary

Primary L/C Name Factor

6 COMBINATION LOAD CASE 6 1 LOAD CASE 1/SELF WEIGHT 1.20

2 LOAD CASE 2/ FINIS LOAD-
PARTITIC 

1.20

7 COMBINATION LOAD CASE 7 1 LOAD CASE 1/ SELF WEIGHT 1.20

2 LOAD CASE 2/ FINIS LOAD-
PARTITIC

1.20

3 LOAD CASE 3/ TOTAL LIVE LOAD 1.60

8 COMBINATION LOAD CASE 8 1 LOAD CASE 1/ SELF WEIGHT 1.20

2 LOAD CASE 2/ FINIS LOAD-
PARTITIC

1.20

4 LOAD CASE 4/ PARTIAL LIVE 
LOAD 1

1.60

9 COMBINATION LOAD CASE 9 1 LOAD CASE 1/ SELF WEIGHT 1.20

2 LOAD CASE 2/ FINIS LOAD- 1.20
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5.2.2 Design and analysis of foundation using computer modelings
Computer models are used to define the structures and foundations, and they cover all 

expected problems that might arise during or after construction. There are several available in 
this context. Finite element software is ultimate tools used in the design, analyses and solving 
the problems of existing structures. They include many standards and codes for design. These 
software had been used all over the world by engineers working in industrial, sport, 
transportation and other facilities [computers & structures, Inc., 2012].  Many types of design 
and analyses software have been used during the last 30 years by different companies and 
universities such as:
STAAD PRO: It is integrated software for design and analysis offering finite element. It 
includes tools of visualization and international design codes, [Bentley, 2011].  
SAP2000: It is for design and analysis based on graphical modelling. It is a productive, 
integrated and practical general purpose program [ SAP2000 Analysis, 2012].   
ETABS: It uses industrial standard for design and analysis of buildings. It redefines the 
standards of productivity, integration and technical innovation [ETABS Overview, 2012].   
SAFE: It is a perfect tool for designing foundation systems and concrete floor. The 
programme integrates all aspects of the engineering process design and intuitively 
environment [SAFi 3D structural engineering softwares, 2012].  
LUSAS: It is structural and civil software assessment and design of all types of structures 
[LUSAS engineering analysis software, 2012].

PARTITIC 

5 LOAD CASE 5/ PARTIAL LIVE 
LOAD 2

1.60

10 COMBINATION LOAD CASE 10 1 LOAD CASE 1/ SELF WEIGHT 1.00

2 LOAD CASE 2/ FINIS LOAD-
PARTITIC

1.00

11 COMBINATION LOAD CASE 11 1 LOAD CASE 1/ SELF WEIGHT 1.00

2 LOAD CASE 2/ FINIS LOAD-
PARTITIC

1.00

3 LOAD CASE 3/ TOTAL LIVE LOAD 1.00

12 COMBINATION LOAD CASE 12 1 LOAD CASE 1/ SELF WEIGHT 1.00

2 LOAD CASE 2/ FINIS LOAD-
PARTITIC

1.00

4 LOAD CASE 4/ PARTIAL LIVE 
LOAD 1

1.00

13 COMBINATION LOAD CASE 13 1 LOAD CASE 1/ SELF WEIGHT 1.00

2 LOAD CASE 2/ FINIS LOAD-
PARTITIC

1.00

5 LOAD CASE 5/ PARTIAL LIVE 
LOAD 2

1.00
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CSiCOL: It is comprehensive software used for design and analysis of columns. Design for 
different concrete, reinforced concrete columns [CSiCOL Overview, 2012]. 
Generally finite element method is used in the analysis but there are some using nonlinear 
analyses. These software are used efficiently for the design of buildings under the effect of 
seismic and earthquake [Lee et al., 2002; Mwafy et al., 2006].

5.2.2.1 STAAD. Pro’V8i structural analysis and design software
Staad pro is a software inclusive and integrated finite- element analysis and design for civil 
and structural engineers. It is most popular and widely used software. It sustains several 
concrete, timber, steel, and aluminium design codes. In addition it has ISO 9001 certification 
[Asha, 2012; Clarke, 2003 and Subramani et al., 2012]. 
The steps for using staad pro for design and analysis are: 

- Drawing the geometry of the structure using various methods.
- Specifying the profile of columns, beams, plates.
- Specifying the foundations, constants and supports.
- Specifying the loads added to the structure.
- Analysing the model using a suitable method of analysis such as 1st order static 

analysis, geometric non liner analysis, and 2nd order p- delta analysis.
It has visualization tools, powerful design and analysis engines with advanced static and 
dynamic analysis capabilities. Loads can be added as member loads, nodal loads, trapezoidal 
pressure loads and uniform pressure over any area. The output of the software (programme) 
results, including shears, displacements and moments in the graphical and tabular forms. In 
addition to shears and moments at any point of the element and nodes can be obtained easily 
from the software output. All these characteristics make STAAD.Pro appropriate and unique 
software for analysis the building used in research [Anwarul Islam, 2005]. Moreover, it is 
widely used in Iraq for the design and analysis. It is also used to train students in the various 
universities.     
The model of the building that was used in the programme is shown in figure (5.2). Exactly 
the same loads were used for the three regions (Mosul, Baghdad and Basrah) as they are 
tabulated in tables 5.2 and 5.3 above.

Figure 5.2: building model draw in STAAD.Proi8
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Figure 5.3 show the analysis of the building design. In cases 1 and 2,   the load is assumed to 
be distributed on the whole building (full floor area). In case 3 however, the uploading was 
like a checker board pattern, while case 4 was opposite to case 3. The base pressure 
distribution on the soil beneath the foundation is shown in figures (5.3 to 5.8).
Figure 5.3, show the contour of the load cases (1 and 2) for Mosul University. It can be 
noticed that   most of the area of the raft has blue colour. This implies that the base pressure 
in this area does not exceed the range between 70- 75KN/m2 for the both cases. The 
maximum soil pressures for the cases (1 and 2) are 103KN/m2 and 115 KN/m2 respectively. 
They are too low compared with the real soil pressure taken out from soil investigations
(table 5.1). In such a case, it is better to choose another type of foundation that will be more 
suitable to save time and money. In cases 3 and 4 in figure 5.4, the maximum soil pressure 
for the both cases was 111KN/m2 and 110KN/m2 respectively. Most of the area beneath the 
raft has blue colour and its pressure does not exceed 73KN/m2.  In such a case, it is better to
choose another type of foundation because the base pressure is lower than what is it in the 
soil.

Figure 5.3: The Base Pressure Contour for Mosul University (Case 1, case 2)

Figure 5.4: The Base Pressure Contour for Mosul University (Case 3, case 4)
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The analysis of the building in Baghdad soil is shown in figures (5.5 and 5.6). The pressure of 
soil under the raft was between 63 to 69 KN/m2 for case 1 in figure 5.5 and the maximum 
was80KN/m2as shown in the index bar. For case 2, the base pressure was (68-77) KN/m2 and 
the maximum was 88KN/m2 in few places. The type of the raft foundation is suitable in this 
case. Furthermore, two types (raft and continuous) of foundations can be used in this case. 
Figure 5.6, illustrated cases 3 and 4, which show the soil, pressure under the foundation was 
(64-75) KN/m2. The maximum was 86KN/m2 for case 3. Where the base pressure for case 
4was (65-73) KN/m2and maximum was 83KN/m2. In such a case, the raft type is a good 
chooses, or it is possible to use two different types for left and right parts.

Figure 5.5: Base Pressure Contour for Baghdad University (Case 1 and Case 2)
 

Figure 5.6: Base Pressure Contour for Baghdad University (Case 3and Case 4)
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Figure 5.7, clarifying the analysis contour of Basra university building for the load cases (1 
and 2). The distribution of the soil pressure under the foundation was (60- 70) KN/m2 in case 
1, and the maximum was77KN/m2. While in case 2, the base pressure was 77KN/m2over 
almost the whole foundation area, and the maximum was 85 KN/m2. The soil pressure was 
75KN/m2 in case 3 and maximum was 82 KN/m2 (figure 5.8). Case 4 shows that the 
maximum pressure was 81KN/m2 and the pressure distributed to the foundation was about 
71KN/m2.The base pressure is higher than what is it in the soil. The raft type is a suitable 
chose for Basra soil conditions.

Figure 5.7: Base Pressure Contour for Basra University (Case 1 and Case 2).

Figure 5.8: Base Pressure Contour for Basra University (Case 3 and Case 4).
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5.3 Case study using local material:
Same educational building which was used above had been also used with local material
within its construction (structure and foundation) (figure 5.9). The used material was brick 
because it is a local material which has been used during the history of Iraq in different types.
In the beginning was used as mud. Later, it was used as liben, and then used as wage finally 
used as grill wage (brick). The old Iraqi engineers had used brick in good techniques to be 
durable and till now many buildings still stand up from the old history. 

As shown in figure 5.10 the plan of the foundation of the educational building was the same
in the final shape but the changes were in the details. The type of foundations used for the 
same building was a continuous type with different dimensions (shown in sections figure 
5.10). Furthermore, the shape of the superstructure has not been changed, but the loads are 
hold by the walls for that the columns became less. This type of construction is called bearing 
walls. The shape of the superstructure which has been used to reinforce concrete material was
depending on columns and beams to hold the loads.
The old materials were environmentally suitable, durable and career purpose. But they were 
costly and the weight of the structure to the foundation was two to three times greater as 
shown in table 5.1. Also, the type of foundation to be used is restricted to continuous type of 
foundation only because bricks cannot bear the tension stresses like reinforce concrete. The 
loads in the foundation built with bricks will go into a possible shear with tilt angle of 45
degrees with the horizon [Sacco, 1992].

Figure 5.9: educational building using brick in construction

Figure 5.10: plan of the foundation for the case study used brick material
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The table below give a comparison between the foundations using different materials:
Table 5.1: the comparison between the two materials used

The local materials (brick), which have been used, are suitable to the environment and 
durable. The disadvantages of this material are: the bearing walls are of large dimensions and 
thickness that scarify most of the available spaces, the high cost, and the foundation weight 
ratio to the superstructure was about 2:1. The use of reinforce concrete material are stronger 
for construction, smaller cross-section for columns and beams which safely carry loads, 
efficient space use, more durable from brick with more economical for constructions. The 
current weight ratio between foundations to the superstructure is about 1:1, but these 
materials are not suitable for environment and local privacy. For that Iraqi engineers should 
use new design style for the buildings. Modern systems should be adopted depending on 
using different modern materials. Local materials are recommended to be used after 
considering their properties and effect on the structure. Local code should cover all these 
requirements. 

No Foundation using reinforce concrete 
material

Foundation using brick material

1

2 Type: raft foundation Type: Continuous foundation
3 Weight of superstructure : weight of 

foundation =  1:1
Weight of superstructure : weight of 
foundation = 1:2

4 Dead load = 46 KN/m2 Dead load = 46 KN/m2

5 Live load = 8KN/m2 Live load = 8KN/m2

6 Superstructure : columns and beams Superstructure : bearing walls
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6 Discussion and conclusions
The review of the ancient history of foundations, buildings and materials used in Iraq reflect 
that, during each period, the old engineers had used the style of constructions that was 
suitable to the climate of each region in Iraq.  Also they used local materials in each part. 
Moreover, the engineers were paying attention to the wind direction, and sun rise and sun set
according to the location of the buildings. Nowadays, the engineers and designers depend on 
the style of constructions using same materials in any location in Iraqi. These buildings are 
not suitable to the climate, thermal insulations and teaching requirements.
The old materials which have been used were suitable to the environment and permanence. 
The disadvantages of those materials were the high cost, and the foundation weight ratio to 
the superstructure was about two times more. The progresses in the design and construction 
style lead to produce new materials. These materials are durable with high efficiency and 
more economical for constructions. The current weight ratio between foundations to the 
superstructure is about 1:1, but these materials are not suitable for environment and local 
privacy.       
In Ancient history of Iraq, the foundation of the buildings that they used was of terraces. 
Terraces were used as the base ground for constructing the big temples and ziggurats. It was 
designed to take the heavy loads of the building. People used engineering innovative that led 
them to use the advanced construction material available in nature and make it suitable for 
construction. These carried the art of construction projects for the ultimate graphics, and this   
indicates that the construction in Iraq had relied on maps and engineering calculations on the 
distribution of loads that considered the direction of wind and weather effects. All these 
achievements also imply that they had good knowledge about the principles of geology, 
chemistry and other sciences, which allowed them to execute these huge projects. The 
materials they used like bricks for being a good insulating material, keeping the heat in winter 
and summer, retain moisture and are used as engineering material (mortar) which also has a 
long life in constructions. 
Through the Islamic period, available materials were used in the buildings. In the southern 
parts of Iraq, clay and plaster were the main building materials while limestones were used in 
the north. During this period, there was a development of the building material where bricks, 
grill wage, plaster, gypsum and marble and stones were used. Three types of foundations 
were noticed through this period. The first bakla (mud was used in this type), stripe 
foundations (brick and plaster   or the big weight liben- al jafarei were used), and the terraces’
type foundation. The design of the buildings took the environmental conditions into 
consideration. The walls were thick and basements and badgur were established. Tar was 
used to protect the buildings from moisture.
During Ottoman period, the constructions were executed depending on the experiences of the 
builders not on the pre-engineering planning. Materials used in the buildings were local such 
as wage, gypsum, and mud.
During the British occupation period, the style of buildings was completely changed in 
design, building, and materials used. The British engineers imported materials such as 
cement, iron (Schliemann), and concrete. The buildings were not suitable for the Iraqi 
environment. Towns became full with concrete hybrid masses, which make bad effects on the 
environment.
Today, engineers are using the same design or style of buildings (depending on ACI or 
British codes) and same materials all over Iraq. In view of the results obtained using 
STAAD.Pro software on the same educational building in three different sites in Iraq having 
different soil conditions, it was concluded that the base pressure on soil under the whole 
foundation of the building in Mosul was low. For this region, it is possible to use raft 
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foundation or another type, which is suitable and more economical. For Baghdad region, soil 
is less in its hardness compared with that in Mosul. The analysis of the building shows that 
base pressure under the right part of the building foundation was higher than the left part. 
This leads to more than one choice. The first is using two types of foundations; raft type for 
the left part and continuous type for the right part. The second is to build the complete 
foundation as raft type. The base pressure in Basra region is very high for the whole area 
under the foundation. Raft type is suitable to be used for Basra soil.
The progress for the existing buildings must consider changing   the shape, volume of the 
structure and the materials used. The effect of these progresses will be reflected on types and 
weight of the foundations.
The results imply that Iraqi engineers should use new design style for the buildings. Modern 
systems should be adopted depending on using different materials such as cold formed steel, 
pre cast; wood and thermistor. Local materials are recommended to be used after considering 
their properties and effect on the structure.   Special code is to be used for construction and 
design in Iraq.  Such code should include all the modern requirements for construction and 
design according to type of soil, geological and environmental conditions of Iraq.  
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7 Future works
Future research will focus on the following topics:

Due to the fact that the same design and materials are used in Iraq for the 
foundations and buildings, a detailed analysis of buildings in different parts of Iraq 
(Mosul, Baghdad and Basra) will be executed due to the different nature of soil.
Using modern materials in the three regions of Iraq. This will be achieved using 
Staad Pro software for analysis. 

To improve the thermal insulations of the buildings, detailed analysis for buildings 
stabilization and materials improvement will be conducted. 

Comparison of the ACI and Europe Engineering codes will be conducted and 
positive and negative points will be highlighted according to the Iraqi conditions.

Achieving the results from the above points will help in suggesting a new 
engineering code for the materials and type of foundations to be used in Iraq. This 
will help engineers in Iraq to use new style of design and constructions that suites the 
local environment in Iraq.
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Abstract 

 
The Islamic period in Iraq lasted 1002 years (637-1639 AD). During this period big cities 

were constructed and old cities were reconstructed. There was development of the materials 

used and the design. Bricks, grill wage, plaster, gypsum and marble and stones were used. 

The environmental conditions were taken in the design of the buildings. The walls were thick 

and basements and badgur were established. This makes it easier to cool or heat the house. 

Tar was used to protect the buildings from moisture. New style of buildings was established 

using new engineering innovations. Well-designed arches and domes were noticed during this 

period. Islamic buildings had special features such as minarets, arches, domes, vaults, gilding, 

patterns and decorations. 

 

Keywords: mosque minaret, liben wage, tower fence, Umayyad era, Abbasid era, emirate 

house, dome decorate, mud brick.  

 
1 Introduction  
The style of construction and the materials that were used in Iraq passed through different 

stages during Iraqi history. The history of Iraq can be divides into several stages: The oldest 
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is what known as the ancient stage (150000 BC- 226 AD).This stage ended at the Islamic age 

[1]. The Islamic period includes the Rasheden Caliphs Era (637- 661) AD, The Umayyad Era 

(661- 750) AD, The Abbasid Era (750- 1258) AD, and The Mughal Era (1258- 1639) AD. 

The third stage extends from (1639 AD onward). This includes the Ottoman Empire, British 

occupation and finally the Iraq independence. 

The Islamic period is characterized by the establishment of big new cities such as Basra, 

Kufa, and Wasit (Figure 1). In addition, existing cities like Mosul and Anbar were 

reconstructed. The political, military, and administrative environment helped to achieve these 

establishments. The cities were characterized by its collector Mosque, emirate house, the 

places, and the schools, [2]. 

All the buildings were characterized by an internal courtyard or garden. The courtyard might 

have ceiling some times. Another feature was the presence of more than one courtyard, and 

they act as a filter for dust and acts to moderate the air temperature inside the house. 

Generally, the buildings can be classified into three categories as: buildings surrounded by 

fence such as palaces and khans, and buildings of a religious nature such as mosques and the 

shrines, and public houses, [3]. The Islamic buildings are characterized by two main features. 

They describe the function for which the building was constructed for, and they did not pay 

that much attention to the external appearance of the building. The Islamic engineer followed 

firm steps in their work. They used to prepare the plan drawing and calculated the cost and 

quantities of material required for the construction [4]. The most important features 

characterizing the Islamic building were the minarets, the domes, the columns, the 

decorations, inscriptions and the calligraphy which was use in the inscriptions [5]. 

Style of buildings, material used for construction and the development through the beginning 

of the Islamic period to the Ottoman Era will be discussed in this paper. 
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Figure 1: Map of Iraq [46] 

 

2 Rasheden Caliphs Era (632-661) AD 
Islamic conquest of Iraq started 637 AD. At the beginning of the conquest, Basra city was 

established. The city was actually an army camp to accommodate the soldiers and their 

families. It was built using canes. Later   the camp was developed and re styled.  A 

mosque, emirate house and finance house were built. These buildings were within the center 

of the city. Surrounding these buildings were the markets, public bathes and residential 

houses [4]. Streets were also established and all of them led to the mosque. The mosque was 

open courtyard surrounded by wall. Later part of the courtyard was covered by ceiling to 

protect worshipers from hot sun. The material used was mud and liben (This is a mixture of 

clay, water and barley). It was mixed in a special technique referred as “Bakla”: in this 

technique they dig a trench and they mix the clay with water and barley inside the trench. The 

mixture is very well compacted and later they build the walls on top of it [6].      

Kufa was the second city to be built at 638 AD. It was built in a similar way to Basra city. 

The materials used for building were mud and liben. The emirate house was built on the 

southern side of the mosque over foundations having depth of 90cm. The materials were also 
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similar to those used for building Basra city [6]. Figure 2 shows the plane of mosque and 

emirate house. Later bricks were used in building but to a limited extent. Wage was used for 

building houses but limited [7]. 

 

 

 

       

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 Umayyad Ears (661- 750) AD: 

This period marks major development of construction and architectural work. The engineers 

modified the style of buildings that they saw in conquest countries and mix it with the Islamic 

style. The weather conditions, availability of construction of building for the environment 

were taken into firm and the topography and the soil type were taken into consideration. 

Straight roads were straight about 50 m wide. The centre of the city usually has the mosque, 

emirate house and house of finance. These are surrounded by markets and residential areas 

[10]. Mosques at that period were considered as governmental house besides its religious 

purpose. All financial, political and educational transaction was executed at the mosque. In 

view of this, every city must have a mosque at that period. Engineers were very keen to build 

the mosques in such a way to reflect the spirit of religion and it also reflects the engineering 

Figure 2: The Planned of the Mosque and the Emirate's House and Photo of 

Emirate's House Foundations [8] 
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development [5].  

Basra city was headquarters of Umayyad Government in Iraq and was on the way connecting 

Sham (Syria, Jordan, Palestine, and Lebanon) and the Persian Empire. In addition it was an 

important port. For these reasons it developed quickly and covered an area of (15*15) km.  

A number of merchants lived in Basra and built luxury palaces on the banks of the rivers. The 

main mosque in the city was reconstructed. They used wage and plaster in its reconstruction, 

the foundations were used stones and they furnished the ground with read stones [11, 12]. 

Figure (3) shows the mosque. The house of government was reconstructed in a similar way 

(Figure 4). 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

The style of construction used to depend on the structural system and the bearing walls. 

During these period columns, reinforced pillars, and arches of different types (semi-circular, 

horseshoe, and spire) were used [14]. The external walls of palaces were 1.20 m thick using 

liben which is the prevailing material south of Iraq. This mixture is durable and does not 

shrink like mud. The mortar used was from the same mixture. To protect these walls from 

rain and moisture, they started to build 18 cm thick outer cover from wage cooked. The lime 

 

Figure 3: Basra Mosque with its Minaret [13] 
Figure 4 : Plan of Umayyad Palace in 

Basra [5] 
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used for this part was the extinguisher lime (al Nora). This material is resistant to weathering 

and erosion. In certain occasions they used to mix the extinguisher lime with ash which 

makes the mixture more resistant. The internal walls were coated with thin layer of 30mm 

thickness of the extinguisher lime. Sometimes these walls were decorated with inscriptions. 

All the houses had more or less the same design. They had central court which is about 1m 

lower than the other parts of the house. In the middle of the court, they usually build a small 

pool to store water for daily uses. The court is surrounded by wood columns with inscriptions 

crowns to prevent rooms from heat of the sun [9]. Houses had basements under the ground to 

be used during summer due to the hot temperatures. These basements had their roofs shaped 

like arch to provide strength and durability to bear the loads over them and for thermal 

insulation. Chimney like structure was built starting at the basement to the top roof and they 

were called Al Malkuf. The upper outlet was opposite the direction of the wind so that it 

allows air flow inside the structure. All the rooms were connected to this structure by special 

openings to allow the ventilation. Teaching and prayer rooms were characterized by a hollow 

structure referred to as “kowa” to allow light in and also for ventilation [4]. Basra city was 

characterised by its gardens and public bathes. In one of its suburbs” Shaaba” the remains of 

an Umayyad palace exist (Figure 4).  

Kufa City was expanded and it covered an area of (15*9) km, the main mosque was 

reconstructed and expanded as well (Figure 5). It had a quadrate shape of dimensions 

(110*116*109*116) m. The height of wall was 20 m supported by semicircular towers in 

same high .The depth of the foundations for the walls were 5.5m. The towers were distributed 

on the four corners of the mosque. The materials used in the construction were wage and 

plaster. Roof of prayer house was raised by columns with beautiful crowns with a diameter 

(0.90-1.10) m. It consists of sandstone pieces sculptured and ranked over each other. They 

were tied together by iron rods which penetrate a lead cylinder. The mosque can 
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accommodated 60,000 persons [6, 14].  

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

                                   

   

The emirate house was built in a square shape with dimension (176*176) m (Figure 7). The 

house was surrounded by two walls. The external wall had ribs of 176 m long. The average 

thickness of wall was 3.6 m. It was supported by semicircle towers from the external side, 

their diameters about 3.6m. All the ribs had 6 towers apart from the northern rib which 

contained two towers only. The ribs of the internal wall were 170 m long each .The thickness 

of the wall was 1.8 m. The materials used in the construction were wage (36*36*9) cm and 

plaster [13; 16]. The wall contains semicircle towers (3m in diameter) except the northeastern 

Figure 5 : Planned for Kufa Mosque [15]         

Figure 6 : Photo for Mosque [16] 
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side. The palace was built in a square shape (61*61) m with thick walls (3m) (Figure 8) wage 

and plaster were used as construction materials. The outer side is of wage painted blue. The 

palace has a complex design with many interns leading one to other. The entrance width was 

1.80 m [14; 6 and 45].  

 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mosul city resembles other cities in its construction.  The construction materials for the 

buildings in Mosul were stones, geometric stones, gravel and wage. In addition it had a wall 

surrounding it, which was built with wage. A wide trench was constructed surrounding the 

wall from the outer side and they used to fill it with water from Tigris during any attack on 

the city [4]. 

Wasit city was established at (701- 703) AD, on the western bank of Tigris, and became the 

headquarters of Umayyad emirate in Iraq. It was located between Kufa, and Mosul, Ahwaz, 

Egypt and Basrah. The main features of the city were very similar to other cities in Iraq. The 

main mosque had the dimensions of (182.88*182.88) m, and its walls 2.5m thick. In the 

middle it had a rectangular courtyard surrounded by five corridors (Figure 9). Remains of the 

foundation showed that at the intersection of the tiles and corridors, columns were 

Figure 7: The Planned for Kufa Emirate 

House [8] 
Figure 8 : The Planned for Umayyad 

Palace in Kufa [6] 
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constructed from several parts of sandstones. They were connected together by a hole in the 

middle; through this hole an iron cylinder filled with lead was placed to join the successive 

sandstones blocks together. The construction materials were wage and plaster. The building 

was characterized by simplicity and attractive view. The emirate house had the dimensions of 

(365.76*365.76) m. Square columns were constructed using square wage. Three blocks 

(madamiq) were used in the foundations of the corridors linked together at the base.  Each 

part of the house contains 19 corridors. The most important feature in that house was its 

green Dome. The dome was overlooking all palace facilities. It was built by stones. It was 

seen from a distance of 25 km [15; 6]. The city was surrounded by huge wall from three sides 

and river Tigris was on it’s the fourth side. The walls were 4.5m thick and 2m in height. The 

walls were supported by towers and they had 6 big entrances (Figure 10). A trench was 

surrounding the walls from outside. The city had 4 main roads. Each road was 7.32m wide 

[4]. All Islamic cities have public bathes. They have the same design and are composed of 

small entrance lead to a room for changing clothes followed by three parallel rooms (cool, 

warm, and hot). All these rooms were provided with water basin. Water transport pipes were 

made of clay. Inside the bath, all rooms have domes for lighting and they did not allow the 

entry of air. The bath ground was furnished with marble, while its building materials were 

wage, stone and marble to bear water [17]. The city was expanding rapidly because it was the 

capital and numbers of hotels (khans) were built.  

In Nahrown area (near Baghdad nowadays) Umayyad palace was established (Figure 11). 

It had rectangular shape. In the middle there was a courtyard overlooking the Ewan’s. This 

design was prevalent later. The palace had plaster decorations  
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4 Abbasid Eras (750 – 1639):  

This period marks the transfer of power to Abbasid.  They changed the capital city to 

Baghdad later to Samara. Baghdad was chosen because of its strategic site in the middle part 

of Iraq. The buildings were characterized by architectural decorations and large dome roofs, 

arches, and unique shaped columns [19]. Baghdad was built in 762 AD. It had a circular 

shape and surrounded by huge solid walls (Figure 12 and 13). The caliph palace was located 

in the center and a mosque was attached to it. The size of the palace was double the size of 

the mosque. Around the palace and the mosque were governmental offices. The city was 

planned as rings and the further away from the center the wider the ring is. Three walls can 

Figure 11: Planned for Umayyad Palace in Nahrawan [18] 

Figure 9:  Planned for Wasit Mosque 

[5] 

Figure 10: Photo for Gate of Wasit City 

[13]
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be noticed. The first wall surrounds the central courtyard and followed by the middle wall. 

Between these two walls are the residential sites. The area between the middle and external 

wall was left empty. Big trench surrounded the external wall and it was filled with water from 

Euphrates and Tigris Rivers by canals. Euphrates canal is referred to as Issa branch while the 

Tigris canal was referred to as Aldajael branch. To inter the city, four bridges were 

constructed on the trench leading to four gates. These gates were facing certain destinations 

so they were referred to as: Basrah, Kufa, Sham and Khorasan. The streets were divided 

Baghdad into four pivotal sections. The widths of the streets were 30.58 m (Figure 13) [18].  

The palace had a square shape (365.76*365.76)m (Figure 14). The material used for 

construction was lebin of two sizes. The first was square in shape “Aljaafari or Aledam” 

(0.915m*0.915m) weighing 200Kg. The other was rectangular shaped (0.915*0.458) 

m"munasif" and weighing 100 kg. The first was used in the foundations and the second type 

was cooked to form wage which was used with plaster to build the palace. The Palace was 

consists of Ewan in the front having an area of (27.43*18.29) m. In the front of the Ewan was 

a board place (18.29*18.29) m, thickness 18.29 m.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    

 

 

 

Figure 12: The Scheme Model of 

Baghdad [6]

Figure 13: planned of City and Design 

of One Gate [23]
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Over the board at a height of 40 m, another board of the same dimensions exists and over it a 

green dome was built. The palace was referred to as Bab Aldhab palace. This is so because it 

was built with marble and stones that were coating with gold. Over the dome was putting 

statue of a knight on his horse to determine the direction of the wind. Gold Coatings were 

used to decorate the walls and columns crowns. Wage, plaster, and stones were used for 

corridors, vents trimmings and columns build. The mosque was square shaped 

(182.88*182.88) m. Jaafari liben was used for the foundations and liben and mud for building 

(figure 14). The city was surrounded by external wall and another inner great wall. The walls 

had 4 entrances which were (1972) m apart. A dome was built on each gate so that the caliph 

can set there.  The thickness each wall was (18.29) m [21; 22]. 

The space between the two walls is (170.70) m and it was referred to as “Al feasal” and 

within that space there were no buildings because it was used for military maneuvering. The 

Figure 14 : Plan of Mosque and Gold 

Door Palace [24]

Figure 15:Section Door and Fence of City [24] 

Figure 16: Photo of One Door of Baghdad and Part of Fence [26] 
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external wall was 17 m in height and it was (18.29) m wide at the bottom.  The great inner 

wall was (30) m height and its width at the bottom was (45) m and decreases toward the top 

till it reach (12) m. both walls were built using jaafari liben in their foundations and liben and 

mud for the main wall. Each raw within the wall (162000) jaafary liben pieces that weight 

117 kg were used. This is so because liben can be easily penetrated by catapult. The fence 

was supported from the exterior side by 113 rounded towers (28 between Khorasan and Sham 

and 29 between Basra and Kufa). The height of each tower exceeding the wall by (4.575) m. 

Behind each gate was built corridor dimension (76.75*18.29) m. They had arches was built 

from wage and plaster (Figures 15 and 16).the corridors and water canal surrounding the city 

were lined with a cement like material called “Al Sarowge” made of extinguished lime and 

other material such as ash. This material was durable [24; 25].       

Baghdad was expanding on both sides of the River Tigris. The eastern side “Al Rusafa” was 

allocated to the army commander’s residence and princes. The western side “AL Karkh” was 

allocated for industrial and marketing activities. Later merchants built huge luxury houses 

(Figure 17) on this side. The common building material was mud apart from the important 

governmental buildings where they used wage and plaster and sometimes marble. Within the 

palaces (e.g. Kwled, Rusafa and Fordwas palaces) silver, gold, wood and glass decorations 

were used [17].  

 

 

                  

 

 

 

 Figure 17: The Entrance of Kwled Palace, [26] 
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Mosques were used for religious, social and educational purposes. They were characterized 

by diversity in the plans and the height of their minarets (e.g. Alhadhir, and Kamria mosque) 

Al kulapha mosque (Figure 18) which was built in rectangular shape (area of 31*17.50 m).  

It consists of minaret build on square base (3.50*3.50) m, and height 3.50 m, the total height 

of the minaret was 11.70 m. The materials used in building the mosque were wage and 

plaster. They used wage glazed in building the minaret, [6].  

Thirty five schools were built in Baghdad and some other cities during the period 

(1227-1234). The most famous were Nedhamia and Sharabia School. The biggest school was 

referred to “Mustansiriya” (figure 19 and 20). It was consider as the first Islamic university at 

that time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mustansiriya building was rectangular in shape covering an area of (4836) m2. The 

construction area was (3121) m2. It consists of middle wide courtyard area of (1710) m2, 

surrounded by corridors, in the middle of each side there was big Ewan its width about 6 m, 

and height 10 m, on both side of Ewan there were two study halls. Mustansiriya was two 

floor building containing lecture theaters, halls, Ewans, library, pharmacy, hospital, kitchens, 

bath rooms, dar alhaddath and dar Al-Quran [28].  The building was very well ventilated 

 

Figure 18: Photo of Caliphs Mosque and Minaret. [27] 
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Like all Abbasid buildings the materials used in school building were wage, plaster, and 

liben. Most famous thing in Mustansiriya was its amazing water watch (Figure 21). It had 

two Baz birds each one stand up over basin, falling down from their mouths two golden nuts 

each hour then it opens one of twelve golden doors marking one hour [31].   

Sharabia school is one of three schools were established with the same name in the middle of 

Abbasid era, in Baghdad, Wasit, and Mecca (Figures 22 and 23). The school is one of the 

luxuries and unique features that are still fixed on since Abbasid period till now a day.   

It was consist of two flowers, overlook a rectangular courtyard of area 40 m2. All the schools 

had the same design [15].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 20: Plan of Mustansiriya for the two 

floors [32] 

Figure 21: Plan of the Water Clock [31] 

Figure 19: Photos of Mustansiriya [29, 30] 
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The School in Wasit is slightly different (Figure 24 and 25) [6]. This school was 

characterized by its decorations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22: Plan of Sharabai School in Baghdad [18] 

Figure 23: Photos of Sharabai School in Baghdad [33] 

Figure 24: Planned for Sharabia of Wasit [6] 
Figure 25: Photo for Sharabia 

of Wasit [34] 
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Samarra:  This city was established in 836 AD after carful engineering planning and 

design. It was surrounded by an octagonal fence; the length of each rib was 630 m. Towers 

were built from the exterior side to protect the fence. Large blocks of liben were used in the 

foundation of fence. Many palaces were built in Samarra; the most important was referred to 

as Caliph Palace (Figure 26). The length of its frontal view is 700 m and the distance from 

the main door to the end about 800 m. The palace had three Ewans. The middle was the 

largest. It was rectangular in shape (17.5*8) m, and it was 12 m height. It had tapered roof 

trimmings. It also includes a big door (width 3.8 m and height 7 m). The other two side 

Ewans were smaller (4.5*4) m. Behind these Ewans were back rooms followed by the Throne 

hall. The palace has a second floor and basements. The height of the Walls reaches 6 m.  

The wall foundations were strengthening by plaster decorations. Two basements or crypts 

were built inside the palace in the northern and eastern sides. The small crypt was dug to 10 

m depth in solid rocks. It had dimensions of (21*21) m. It was connected to three caves.  The 

walls were decorated with carved plaster. The big cave was of square shape (dimensions 

(180*180) m). Inside this cave was a large and extensive pool (diameter 80 m), connected to  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 26: Plane of Dar Alama (Caliph Palace) [6] 
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Khariz (khariz is tunnel dug underground to collect ground water). The big crypt had many 

divisions and its upper part contains number of rooms. It is believed that it was used as 

treasury [35]. 

Water distribution network was established within the palace. The main pipes were made of 

lead, while the secondary pipes were made of blue glass or pottery. Other palaces include 

Jawasaq khaqani palace (Figure 27) which is located on the east bank of the Tigris southern 

Dar Alama palace. This palace was very large and contains throne hall, many large T shape 

halls, family rooms, internal gardens, soalagan (polo) courtyard, and field race. Wage was the 

material used for the foundations and walls. Marbles were also used for the walls.  The lower 

portions of all the walls were decorated using plaster coating [32; 36].  

The total area of the Gypsum palace is (130000) m2 (Figure 28) [6]. The palace inside is a 

square building (140*140) m, surrounded by external wall, its length about 370 m, supported 

with 100 towers. The towers at the corners had a diameter 3 m, while other towers were 

smaller in size and prismatic in shape (2*1.40 m). They were located at a distance of 80 cm 

from the wall. Inside the palace there is a big hall (15.40*15.40 m), the thickness of its walls  

2.20 m, and its roof was a big dome.      

 

 

 

 

             

 

 

 

 

Figure 27: Planned of Jawasaq Figure 28: Planned of Gypsum Palace   
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The big hall is connected to four rectangular halls (16.60*6.60) m. The entrances to these 

halls were located in the middle of each rib of the square halls and they were 3.60 m wide. 

These halls are leading to rectangular open Ewan (7.80*6.20) m. The rectangular halls are 

connected to a rectangular open courtyard dimension (80.22*18.80) m, leading to rectangular 

corridor connected with palace entrance with two identical doors. The most important feature 

of this palace is the materials used. They were mixed plaster with stones (boulder) looking 

like concrete [6]. They also used extinguished lime and ash in foundations and the main walls 

of salons and halls. The offices were built with wage (25*25*7) cm, and plaster. The grounds 

of halls, Ewans, and salons furnished with square wage (36*36) cm. Other palace facilities 

furnished with sand mixed with plaster. Bath’s walls were coated with tar over plaster layer. 

The walls were having gypsum decorations and inscriptions were also coated with tar to 

prevent moisture effect in gypsum. The fence was built with liben [35]. 

Pre Islamic style of buildings (Hairi style) was used in building Blkuar palace (Figure 29). 

This includes one big main hall for the caliph with a big door and two side wings halls for 

caliph’s followers with smaller doors. This style became dominant in most materials used in 

its building large wage (called qiz) and plaster, [7, 18].Asheq (Figure 30) was another palaces 

located on Ashaq River. It has dimension (131*96) m, and it was built with wage and plaster 

[7]. Al Mutawakkil caliph was order to build the main big mosque in Samarra in 825 AD and 

it was referred to as “Al Mutawakkil mosque” (Figures 31 and 32). It was rectangular in 

shape (444*376 m). They were supported by 40-44 towers built by wage and plaster. The 

corner towers were bigger with a base dimension of (5.45*5.25) m, and the small towers with 

base dimensions of (3.90*2.25) m. the foundation of the walls were from liben and wage and 

plasters was used to build the walls. The mosque itself was constructed in rectangular shape 

(240*185) m, composed of courtyard containing rounded large fountain built using single 
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piece of granite stone. The courtyard is surrounded by prayer house, and two washing places  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

on both sides and rear part. The walls were 2 m thick and 10 m height. There exist 25 

galleries inside the mosque composed of 24 rows of columns. Each row 9 columns made of 

pink marble and columns base is (2.70*2.70) m. the base of the columns are composed of 

plaster and wage. They have octagonal shape at the base and then cylindrical shape with 

marble and plaster crown at the top having decorations. The walls of the mosque were coated 

by mirrors (glazed mosaics and gilding). The unique feature of this mosque is its minerate 

which is referred to as “Malwya” (Figures 31 and 32) [39, 35]. It was built on two square 

bases. The lower base dimension (31.80*31.80) m, which represent foundations. The upper 

(30.50*30.50) m was rising from ground surface 4.20 m, decorated with pointed arches and 

bends some of them covered the spiral stair go up to minaret. Minaret was rising 50 m from 

the base and spins counter clockwise five times to reach the top by 399 steps of spiral stair of 

width 2.5m. The area of minerate decreases upward starting from 2.5 m2 until be 1.90 m2. At 

Figure 30: Photo of Al Asheq palace [29] Figure 29 : Blkuar Palace planned 
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the top, the minerate is cylindrical shape with 6 m height. To reach top, a spiral stairs are 

used built inside the cylinder. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Abu Dalaf mosque is the second mosque in Samarra region having a spiral minerate. The 

minerate of this mosque is 19 m in height (Figure 33) [15]. It’s rectangular in shape 

(215.47*138.24 m). Its stairs spin three times counter clockwise.  Its base is square 

(18.87*10.60) m and extends above the ground 2.70 m. It was built from wage and plaster. 

The mosque was rectangular (215.47*138.24) m. The mosque has internal courtyard 

surrounded by galleries from all sides. Each gallery was 13500 m2 constructed by wage and 

plaster. The external wall was built by liben and coated from both sides with thick plaster 

layer, its height is 7 m, and its thickness is 1.80m. Semicircular towers were built supporting 

    Figure 31: plan Samara mosque with minaret [18] 

  Figure 32: Photo Samara Mosque and Menirate [38]    
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the wall. The ones in the corner were relatively larger. They were built on square base (3.60 

m the length of each side) and their lower part was 5.5 m height built using wage and the rest 

with liben. The remainders were built on semicircular base having diameter of 3.1 m. they 

used liben to build every pair of towers and the following tower was built using wage. Plaster 

was used in all the towers.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
                                                                                                             
 
 
 
 
The houses in Samarra were more or less similar in their design (Figure 34) [6]. They have 

ground floor only with numbers of courtyards having F shape rooms. The houses also contain 

one or two crypt dug in rock layer. Holess resembling wells were constructed at the top to 

give light to the crypt. Stable military camp was also constructed in Samarra (Figure 35) [6]. 

It contains houses for the military leaders and barracks for soldiers surrounded by external 

long fence, the camp covers an area of 420 acres, [6].  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33: photos of Abu Dalaf mosque, [37]. 

Figure 34: Plan of Samara House [6]   Figure 35: Plan Samara Camp Stables [6] 
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Ukhaydir fort is located in western desert to the southern east on Karbala city (now a day) 

about 50 km, was built 778 AD (Figure 36 and 37) [39; 40 and 3].  It was serving as rest and 

defense place on the caravan route of trade from the Mediterranean and Damascus to Kufa, 

Baghdad, and Basra. It is rectangular in shape (112*82 m). It consists of palace, mosque, and 

independent houses surrounded by rectangular fence. The fort was protected by two walls. 

The external one was built with liben supported from outside by semi-circle towers. The wall 

dimensions were (635*311*540*610) m. The main gate was through the west rib. The 

internal Fence is of irregular dimension (175*169) m, in each corner there is a tower of 

diameter 5 m. In the middle of each rib a tower was built having an entrance. The overall 

number of towers is 48 built with limestone to a height of 17 m. An arch at the top of each 

tower was built which added another 2m to the height of the tower. The towers had defense 

corridor punctuated by fighting openings. The main palace building inside the fort was 

adjacent to its north side with three floors. It was supported by 26 round towers having a 

diameter of 1.2 m. There exists a roofed lobby (15.50*9) m for entering the palace. The living 

wing contains several parts, each part has small courtyard surrounded from both sides by 

reception Ewans. The ceiling was built as arches and domes. The materials used were wage 

and plaster, and its foundations were terrace high above the ground. The Palace was 

surrounded by several houses resembling warfare castles. Several fountains were built inside 

the palace. The engineers built an advanced water distribution system within the fort. The 

baths were built using bricks and hydrated lime.  

5 Mughal Eras (1258 – 1639) AD: 
In the beginning of this period there were no constructions. In 1259 AD, construction started. 

There was focusing on shrines, schools, palaces and mosques. The most famous schools were 

Khan Murjan, Ovauah, and Acoli mosque.  
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Khan Murjan (figures 38 and 39) [43; 17 and 42] was built on strong and solid foundations. It 

was of two floors building (33*31m) beautifully coordinated apart from the northern part 

which was trimmed. There were three entrances to the school consisted of three hollows. The 

small one 3m, the middle one 3.3m, and the large one 3.5m, and their height was the same as 

that of two floor building. After the entrance, there is a small rectangular corridor connected 

to wider one and then leading to a Ewan. The Ewan opens to a courtyard (17.90*17.90) m. In 

the middle of the southern rib exist a chapel (12.30*5.30) m. the ceiling of the chapel had 

three domes. The middle is the largest. The school had two floors. The lecture rooms were 

Figure 37: Photo for Ukhaydir Fort [41] 

Figure 36: Planned of Ukhaydir Fort with first, second Floors [40]        
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located in the upper floors.  There were four stairs located at each corner of the building. 

They were built using wage. Beside the main entrance, a cylindrical minaret was constructed 

for the nearby mosque. The building contains various motifs, inscriptions, embellishment, 

and gilding.  

 The Khan was located on the opposite of the school. It was luxury building with two 

entrances and number of windows. It was used as hotel and also for trade. It was a 

rectangular lobby (30.25*11.40) m, and its maximum height 14 m. All the 22 Khan rooms 

were surrounding the lobby. The first floor contains 23 rooms. Their openings is toward the 

outdoor balcony (height 6m). The rooms surrounded the courtyard.    

   

                       

                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 38: Plan of Murjan School 1st and 2nd 

Figure 39: Photo for Khan Murjan [44] 
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6  Conclusions 
 
The duration of the Islamic period in Iraq lasted 1002 years (637-1639 AD). This area had its 

unique features in building’s style and the materials used. The main engineering aspects in 

this context are: 

• Available materials were used in the buildings. In the southern parts of Iraq, clay and 

plaster were the main building materials while limestones were used in the north. 

During this period there was development of the building material where bricks, grill 

wage, plaster, gypsum and marble and stones were used. 

• The cities were pre-planned. They had the same main features (Governmental palace, 

mosques, gardens, schools, public baths and residential places). Ewan's, courtyards 

and inside gardens were introduced. 

• The design of the buildings took the environmental conditions into consideration. The 

walls were thick and basements and badgur were established. This makes it easier to 

cool or heat the house. Tar was used to protect the buildings from moisture. 

• New style of buildings was established using new engineering innovations. 

Well-designed arches and domes were noticed during this period. 

• Islamic buildings had special features such as minarets, arches, domes, vaults, gilding, 

patterns and decorations. 

Three types of foundations were noticed through this period. The first bakla (mud was used in 

this type), stripe foundations (brick and plaster or the big, or the big weight liben- al jafarei 

were used), and the terraces type foundation. 
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Abstract 
 
The period of ottoman occupation of Iraq was characterized by the same style of buildings 

and they used local materials as did their predecessors. At the beginning of ottoman 

occupation, governors were focusing on build mosques and religion schools (Tkaya). Houses 

were built in random styles depending on the experiences of the builders. For this reason, the 

houses became irregular and expanded randomly. This lead to the shrinkage of the areas of 

the roads where they became very narrow and used to referred to as “Drbuna”. At the end of 

the ottoman period the style of buildings changed and it was reflecting European renaissance 

influences such as the government campus known as “Qishla”.  In 1917 the British army 

occupied Iraq. During this period the buildings were more inclined to the European style. 

New materials were used for the first time like cement and iron (Schliemann). The new 

materials and design destroyed the Iraqi heritage and cultural identity. It is believed that the 

new housing style did not take into consideration the Iraqi environment. 

 

Keywords: ottoman era, cement material, mosque buildings, religion schools, iron 

(Schliemann). 

 
 
1 Introduction  
During the long history of Iraq, since prehistoric times the style of construction and 
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developed methods of build was changing with time. Despite the changes all the methods 

used local natural materials for construction. This gave a special identity to the buildings. 

Locally available raw materials were mixed in different ways to get it stronger and stiffer 

which suited the Iraqi weather.  

The roots of the basic features of the Iraqi civilization focused on ancient Mesopotamia 

civilization. Then during the Abbasid period it was clearly specified in its characteristic 

features. The same style of construction was maintained up to (1639- 1917) AD.  

Ottoman rulers were concentrating their efforts to defend the borders of their empire. For this 

reason no real development in buildings took place during that period. Most of the efforts 

were concentrated on only reconstruction of old buildings and building some new mosques 

and religion schools. Some small towns were established on the trading roads. Near the end 

of Ottoman occupation they began to construct new buildings. The design of the buildings 

clearly reflects European renaissance influences. One of the main buildings of this style still 

exists and known as “Qishla”.  

The British occupation to Iraq started in 1917. This occupation brought a new style of 

building and introduced the use of new building materials. These materials were not used 

before such as cement, iron (Schliemann), and concrete. As a consequence the techniques of 

building arches were completely changed [1]. These changes in style of building and 

materials are still in use in the present time. 

This paper will demonstrate the most important characteristics of construction during the 

ottoman occupation period of Iraq and its developments. It will also describe the building 

style and newly introduced materials by the British occupation of Iraq which deviated from 

the traditional Iraqi architectural heritage.   

 

2 Ottoman occupation periods (1639- 1917) A.D. 
At the beginning of the Ottoman state, the style of building did not change. The houses 

maintained its traditional design which consisted of interior courtyard surrounded by the 

rooms and its services facilities. Ottomans governors were focusing on reconstructing 

mosques, shrines and building new mosques in different parts of Iraqi. Also they established 

many on the trade roads small towns around a central building known as “Khan” (Figure 1). 

This Khan represents the central market place. These towns such as Mahmoudia and 

Yousefayah were built randomly without pre engineering planning. The houses were not built 

according to a specific style. The style used was based on the financial ability of the owner 
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and the experiences of the builders [2]. 

          
         

      Figure 1: Khans on trade roads     Figure 2: Baghdad Map on Nineteen century [3] 
  

Baghdad city had remained without major changes. They kept its walls which were built with 

wage from the east side. The walls contained towers and surrounded by deep trench with four 

gates in the walls (Figure 2) [3]. Many parts of the city were inundated by the Tigris River 

floods and destroyed. Destroyed houses were reconstructed in accordance to the wishes of the 

owners and their financial capability. As a consequence there was no uniform or special 

design and symmetry. The walls look retorted and the roofs were irregular. Roads became 

narrower because of the expansion of houses. Wide roads became narrow alleys (Drbuna) 

(Figure 3).  

The houses were either built as one or two floors. One floor built houses consists of middle 

open rectangular or square courtyard surrounded by Ewan’s and rooms and all houses contain 

basement to be used during the hot climate. In the two floors houses (Figure 4), the first floor 

contains one or two corridors (Tarma), basement, food store, and the kitchen. The second 

floor consisted of connected bed rooms with each other’s by tarma and have external 

openings for ventilation and lightening. Some of them have prominent windows called 

“shanashil” overlooking the road.  

Materials used in buildings were wage, mud, gypsum and mud mixed with hay as binder. 

These materials are easily cracked and for this reason they used stones without any 

metrologic and mixing base considerations. These stones were called wastani, jabal, mhyar, 

and babbly. 
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Figure 3: old Baghdad alleys [4]       Figure 4: plan of two floor house with basement [5] 

 

The foundations were (1.5-1.0) m in depth for good ground, but in bad ground their depth 

reached 3m. It was not required to build the width of foundation wider than walls in the 

houses. Foundations material used was broken wage and lime with ash as mortar. This type 

of mortar was used up to 1m over the ground [5; 6].The style of houses had different designs 

and shapes all over Iraq. This was due to the fact that building was mainly dependent on the 

availability of raw material and the expertise of the builders. In the west part of Iraq the 

houses were very simple consisted of an entrance which were slightly above the ground 

called (Ataba) to prevent water and insects going inside the houses. The design of the house 

was composed of a central room surrounded by other rooms. The roof was dome shaped and 

wall thickness was about 50cm. All walls have unopened arches used to put things in it. 

House courtyard (Figure 5) was rectangular or square placed in one side of the house. 

Materials used for building were plaster, stones (because it is available in the area) and 

gypsum used in foundations because it resists moisture. Also they used wood for entrance 

ceiling. Figure 6 shows the material used in building units. 

              
   Figure 5: house plan in west of Iraq [7]      Figure 6: raw materials used in built units [7] 
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Ottoman governors were more concerned to build mosques like Alkhaski mosque, 

Ahmadiyya mosque (Medan), and Hayderkhanah mosque (Figure 7) as well as Quran 

teaching schools (Tkaya) such as Albanndnaiji (Mandalawi) tkaya, Khalidiya tkaya, and 

Sheikh Hassan Altayar etc. Hayderkhanah mosque was a distinctive building. It was built in 

square shape symmetric angles. It had three very big entrance doors, wide courtyard and 

winter chapel on its top large dome. On its side they built a very high minaret and summer 

chapel on the right of the winter chapel (Figure 8). A school was built and connected with the 

mosque. Materials used in its building were wage, gypsum, and marble. They also used 

columns and cylinders brought from neighboring countries, [8; 9 and 16]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Figure 7: Hayderkanah Mosque [10]    Figure 8: plan for Hayderkanah Mosque [8] 

The most famous Tkaya was Albanndnaiji Mandalawi. It consists of a house of prayer, 

mosque, small school (Tkaya) for teaching science of mental and spirituality. Tkaya area was 

1200 square meter, rectangular in shape (Figure 9). It had one main entrance in the middle of 

the eastern side. There were no decorations and windows on its front view. The entrance was 

connected to a narrow corridor ended with door of two parts (2*1.50) m. The building was 

one floor containing all units of structural, religious, residential, and services. In front of 

these units there were walkways and corridors. Open rectangular courtyard was in the middle 

of the building with a dimension of (22*21) m. There was a square garden in the middle of 

the courtyard (10*10) m and well for water tkaya need.  

    

 

    

a b 
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Figure 9: a-plan of Tkaya Albanndnaiji (Mandalawi), b- front view [11] 
 

The structural units were distributed around the courtyard. Walls were built with thickness of 

1m to keep moderate temperature inside the building. Wood was used to make columns with 

crowns holed roofs. Materials used in the building were wage and gypsum. Ground was 

furnished by small square wage (20*20*4) cm. Another famous Tkaya called “Khalidiya” 

(figure 10) was built and the building material was wage and gypsum. It was constructed on a 

rectangular land dimension (30*21.3) m. The Tkaya had similar design of Mandalawi Tkaya.  

It had one floor and one entrance and a middle courtyard (10*9.5) m which was the only 

source for air and light. Building was designed in such a way that courtyard separated the 

structural and religious units. Thickness of the walls was (2-3) m to bear the weight of the 

domes built over them. The prayer house was coated from the outside by tiles and blue glazed 

wage [11]. 

 

 

      

 

 

 

Figure 10: a- plan of Khalidiya Tkaya, b- front view [11] 
  

At the end of the Ottoman period the style of buildings was changed. A new type started 

which was influenced by the European renaissance, mainly Italian style. The new style was 

shown in Qishla building which was built to be a military barracks. This building is 

considered as turning point in the history of Iraqi construction [12]. Qishla was built in 

(1851- 1853) AD, on the west bank of the Tigers river. The building consisted of two floors 

as L shaped (Figure 11). It had a square hollow tower in the middle of its courtyard, height 

33m and its base dimension (9*9) m. The tower had four clocks in it upper part facing the 

four geographic directions. On the top of the tower ribbed dome was built. On its top a sign 

showing the geographic directions and winds was installed. Local materials like wage and 

gypsum were used in its construction and wage technology was used for the roofing (Figure 

12), [13; 14].  

a b 
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Figure 11: Qishla building like Italian design [15] 
 

                                     

   

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: plan of Qishla building, a- ground floor, b- first floor [13] 
 

3 British occupation period (1917-1958) AD: 

Construction stopped in the first 12 years of the British occupation of Iraq. The construction 

first started with roads and bridges planning and building. Fixed bridges replaced the floating 

bridges between the two sides of Baghdad [17]. Planning and building was made by British 

engineers and architects. British engineers were implementing British designs. This period of 

Iraqi buildings history marked the start of a new ways and styles of design, building, and 

materials used (Figure 13). Materials such as cement and iron (Schliemann) were firstly used 

in Iraq at that period. In addition, local product like bricks used in a new technique referred to 

as stone technology on outer side of the walls [18]. The British were striving to apply the 

modern and organized urban planning. The towns were built similar to the British style. The 

British experience dealing with bricks helped them to construct the building in such a way to 

suit the hot weather.    

  

a b 
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Figure 13: Baghdad in the new planning [4; 19] 
 

Residential areas had been developed and houses started to be built in straight lines, adjacent 

to the new streets. Walls were still built using raw brick and shanashil (which was made of 

several overlapping frames made from wrought wood with skylights and round windows) 
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4 Independent Iraq period (1958- present): 

During this period the style of building had changed in Iraq for different reasons. Modern 

building materials, equipment and technology were used. The Iraqis sought to take advantage 

of modern technology and materials in their work. The style of buildings, its suitability to the 

environment and culture were forgotten. The objective was to implement the modern western 

life elements style irrespective of its suitability to Mesopotamian environment [20]. The 

modern buildings were characterized by manifestations not related to the country`s 

civilization or climatic conditions. The buildings became concrete masses full with foreign 

shapes without any character related to the authentic civilization heritage (figure 15).  
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pay any attention to the harsh climatic conditions that does not suit this style. Towns became 

full with concrete hybrid masses which make bad effects on the environment. Old engineers 

used the local materials because they were more suitable to Iraqi climatic conditions and 

friendly to the environment. 
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Abstract: Foundation is considered as one of the main parts of any structure. The type of foundation used is highly dependent on the 
type and properties of soil. The design of foundations requires many factors that should be defined. There are number of differences 
in the geological and soil conditions in Iraq. As a consequence, these differences are reflected on the type of foundation to be used. 
Despite these differences, same materials and style of buildings are used all over Iraq. The main problems of Iraqi soil are high 
gypsum content, salinity and shallow water table depth. These factors that influence the foundations are the soil properties and the 
amount of loads that transmitted by the superstructure. The situation has been analysed through a case study which illustrated the link 
between soil and foundation types in three different parts of Iraq (Mosul, Baghdad and Basra). One building was analysed using 
“STAAD (structural analysis and design). Pro” software in these regions. It is evident that Iraqi designers and engineers require local 
code to define all the loads, materials and design of the foundation to be used. The use of local materials might be very effective from 
both engineering and economic perspectives. 

Key words: Gypsum, bearing capacity, Iraqi soil, raft foundation, foundation design, base pressure. 
 

1. Introduction 

Iraq can be divided topographically into three major 
regions. These are the mountains and foothills, 
Mesopotamian plain and deserts (Fig. 1). Due to the 
differences in the geology and physiography of the 
country, the soil characteristics and types are different. 

The most important properties of soil to be looked 
at are density, allowable pressure, shear resistance, 
settlement and effect of ground water. The soil must 
be able to hold loads of any engineering structure 
without causing any shear failure or settlement effects 
on the structure. The most important factor that affects 
the foundations is the shear resistance or ultimate 
bearing capacity (qult) of the soil. Buildings are 
collapsed or destroyed mainly due to the effect of soil 
shear failure [1, 2]. 

In this paper, soil condition in Iraq will be 
presented and evaluated. Its effect on the foundation 
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of a building will be assessed. There are number of 
differences in the geological and soil conditions in 
Iraq. Despite these differences, same materials and 
style of buildings are used all over Iraq. The attention 
is not paid for the climate conditions or the different 
nature of Iraqi geology. Three different locations 
having different soil and geological characteristics 
were chosen in Mosul (northern of Iraq), Baghdad 
(centre of Iraq) and Basra (southern of Iraq). STAAD 
(structural analysis and design) Pro V8i software was 
used in this research for design and analysis. The 
program was used to clarify that different types of 
foundation can be used for the different regions of Iraq.  

2. Soil Conditions in Iraq 

Soil conditions in Iraq according to the 
physiographic provinces are as following. 

2.1 The Mountains and Foothill Region 

This region is confined to northern and 
north-eastern part of Iraq. Parts of this area consist of 
rocks  with  very  thin  layers  of soil. The soils in the  
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Fig. 1  Physiographic map of Iraq [3].  
 

valleys and plains were accumulated due to physical, 
chemical and biological processes. Soil salinity is not 
a major problem in this area.  

Mountains are confined to a relatively narrow strip 
to the north and east part of Iraq while the foothills are 
located to the west and south-west of this region. 
Foothill area is characterized by extensive plains and 
large towns like Mosul, Kirkuk and Erbil which are 
built within these plains [3]. Near the large river 
(Tigris River and its tributaries), three levels of 
accumulated terraces exist running parallel to the river 
banks. They consist of gravels, boulders, sands and 
clays that are poorly cemented. Flat areas between 
anticlines are covered by sheet run-off sediments. 
They comprise clay, sand and silt, and sometimes 
coated by scattered gravels. Most of the rocks and soil 
of this region are gypsum, sandstone and limestone. 
Valleys are locally developed with fill deposits, flood 
plain and sabkha sediments. Sand dunes are combined 
within the synclinal areas within the foothill area. The 
groundwater table in this area is about 20 m to 30 m 
deep. Moreover, the groundwater is not saline [4].  

2.2 The Mesopotamian Plain 

It is an area that extends from north west of Baiji 
city stretching to the Arabian Gulf. Fifty percent of the 
southern part of this plain is covered with water 
(marsh area). Soil of this area is covered by flat lying 

alluvium sediments brought by the Tigris and 
Euphrates Rivers. The soil contains (20%-30% lime) 
calcareous, saline and alluvial soils. Mesopotamia 
flood plain consists of quaternary fluvial origin 
sediments about 280 m thick, alluvial fans 50 m thick 
on the flanks and Aeolian sediments. The quaternary 
deposits near Baghdad are 80 m thick, and it increases 
to more than 250 m south east Basra. The plain 
sediments include levee silts and clays, plain flood 
clays and stacked river channel sand bodies with 
accidental marsh deposits. Furthermore, the area has 
complicated process of salinization. In some parts of 
this region, gypsum exists from the surface to 1 m 
depth. The ground water is shallow where the water 
table depth ranges from 1 m to 5 m between Baghdad 
and Kut City. South of Kut City to Basra City the 
water table depth is less than 1 m deep. In general, the 
ground water is extremely saline in the south eastern 
parts of this region [3-6]. 

2.3 The Deserts 

They are covering more than half the area of Iraq. 
There are three main deserts, which are as following: 

(1) Jezira desert: It is located northwest Iraq. The 
upper part of Al-Jezira is partly steppe area and partly 
desert. Large numbers of salt playas and thick 
gypcrete soil exist. The thickness of the gypcrete soil 
varies from 30 cm in the most elevated parts to more 
than 8 m in low areas. The soil covering the 
depressions usually contains a high percentage of 
gypsum, averaging 30% and might reach 80% in some 
local areas. Jezira area contains several major salt 
playas. These are the largest Sunailsla, the Bowara 
and the Twawila playas. The depth of ground water in 
Jezira area is between 10 m and 20 m; 

(2) Western or northern desert (Rutba zone): This 
area is characterized by its quaternary sediment, which 
is confined to wadis and depressions. Rock fragments 
with thin veneer of loam covers large areas. Wadi fills 
sediments reach several meters in thicknesses and 
consist of boulders, cobbles and pebbles of limestone. 
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Wadi beds are partly coated by aeolian sand. In the 
western desert, the depth of ground water is 10 m in 
the area near the river to more than 250 m near the 
Iraq-Jordan, Saudi border; 

(3) The southern desert (Salman zone): Very wide 
sand sheets coupled with active dunes are covering the 
area. Soil in this area is limy and sandy in southerly 
part and sandy dune in eastern part. The groundwater 
in this area is between 50 m and 100 m deep [1, 4]. 

The main problems of Iraqi soil are the relatively 
high gypsum content, salinity and shallow ground 
water depth. Mesopotamia soil has characterized by its 
high salt content. This is mainly due to the presence of 
gypsum and shallow water table, which enhances the 
evaporation of groundwater and as a result increases 
the salinity in the soil. In view of these facts, the 
ground water depth plays an important role in 
affecting the type of foundation used.

3. Soil Properties Effecting Foundation 

The type of foundation to be used should be stabiles, 
safe, economical, capable to hold the loads to be 
applied and environmentally suitable. According to 
the source of loads, they are divided as dead, live and 
environment loads. Direction and magnitude of these 
loads may change during the life of the structure. The 
design and construction must give stable results for 
load bearing on the foundation. All loads to be applied 
should be in accordance to local codes [7, 8]. 

Bearing capacity defines the strength of 
geotechnical requirement. It is the most important load 
that affects the foundation design. Allowable stress on 
the foundation must not cause excessive and 
differential settlements or soil shear failure. Bearing 
capacity analysis should be based on assuming the 
worst soil condition during the suggested life time of 
the structure. There are number of methods 
established for the analysis of the unit ultimate 
bearing capacity. Meyerhof (1963) suggested the most 
comprehensive and general bearing capacity equation, 

because it includes all the factors affecting the 
foundations [9]. The equation is as following: 

qiqdqsqcicdcscn FFFNqFFFNcq  

ids FFFNB
2
1

(1)
where, 

c = cohesion (kN/m2); 
q = effective stress at the level of the bottom of the 

foundation (kN/m2); 
 = unit weight of soil (kN/m3); 

B = width of foundation (= diameter for a circular 
foundation) (m);     

rsqscs FFF ,,  = shape factors; 

rdqdcd FFF ,,  = depth factors; 

riqici FFF ,,  = load inclination factors; 

rqc FFF ,,  = bearing capacity factors. 

The factor of safety used in the design of 
foundation takes into considering the dead and live 
loads for the bearing capacity of soil. The relationship 
between deflection of soil and pressure is referred to 
as the modulus of sub grade reaction. This is used in 
the analysis of foundation of the structure. Its value 
depends on the soil type. To calculate the value of sub 
grade reaction (ks) from the allowable bearing 
capacity qa, the following equation is used [1, 10]: 

as qSFkSI )(40:   kN/m3        (2) 

SF
qq ult

a               (3) 

where,  
SF = safety factor; 
qa = allowable bearing capacity; 
qult = the ultimate soil pressure at the smaller allowable 

settlement H = 0.0254 m and ks is qult/ H. Therefore, 
40 is smaller displacement that can always be used. 

4. Finite Element Software  

Finite element software is a tool used in the design, 
analyses and solution of the problems of existing 
structures. They include many standards and codes for 
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design. These kinds of software have been used all 
over the world by engineers working in industrial, 
sport, transportation and other facilities [11]. Many 
types of design and analyses software have been used 
with the last 30 years by different companies and 
universities such as: STAAD Pro., SAP 2000, 
ETABS, SAFE, and LUSAS, etc.. Generally, they use 
finite element method in the analysis. But there are 
some that use nonlinear analysis. These kinds of 
software are used efficiently for the design of buildings 
under the effect of seismic and earthquake [12-14].

As structural analysis and design software STAAD 
Pro V8i, STAAD Pro is an inclusive and integrated 
finite-element analysis and design software for civil 
and structural engineers. It sustains several concrete, 
timber, steel, and aluminium design codes. In addition, 
it has ISO 9001 certification [15-17]. The steps of 
using STAAD Pro for design and analysis are as 
following: 

(1) Drawing the geometry structure using various 
methods; 

(2) Specifying the profile of columns, beams and 
plates; 

(3) Specifying the foundations, constants and 
supports; 

(4) Specifying the loads added to the structure; 
(5) Analysing the model using a suitable method of 

analysis such as 1st order static analysis, geometric 
non liner analysis, and 2nd order p-delta analysis (It is 
the analysis depending on the value of the secondary 
moment, which is equal to the axial force in the 
member (P), and Delta is the distance of one end of 
the member which is offset from the other end). 

It has visualization tools, powerful design and 
analysis engines with advanced static and dynamic 
analysis capabilities. Loads can be added as member 
loads, nodal loads, trapezoidal pressure loads and 
uniform pressure over any area. The output of the 
software (programme) results includes shears, 
displacements and moments in the graphical and 
tabular forms. In addition to shears and moments at 

any point of the element and nodes can be obtained 
easily from the software output [18, 19]. It is widely 
used in Iraq for the design and analysis. It is also used 
to train students in the various universities.  

5. Case Studies 

An educational building in Mosul University with 
two floors (ground and first floors) having raft 
foundation type has been selected. The same building 
was used for the analysis at Baghdad and Basra 
Universities due to the differences in their soil 
conditions. The design loads (live and dead) which 
were uploaded in the program for all the three areas 
(Mosul, Baghdad and Basra) were the same. The code 
used was ACI (American Concrete Institute) because 
the majority of Iraqi designers are using this code. 
Bearing capacities of the three regions are shown in 
Table 1 (the magnitudes were taken out from ground 
investigations of the three projects in each region). 

The loads which were uploaded were as following: 
(1) Dead load:  

25 kN/m2 for foundation (normal dead load + 
some heavy equipment);  

21 kN/m2 for first floor (18 kN/m2 for partitions 
+ 3 kN/m2 for finish load);  

7.5 kN/m2 for second floor (4.5 kN/m2 for finish 
load + 3 kN/m2 for partitions); 

(2) Live load:  
5 kN/m2 for first floor; 
3 kN/m2 for second floor. 

In addition to the above loads, the self-weight of the 
structure was calculated directly by the program. 

Fig. 2 shows the model of the building that was 
used in the program. Exactly the same loads were used 
for the three regions (Mosul, Baghdad and Basra) as 
they are tabulated in Tables 2 and 3. 
 

Table 1  Value of bearing capacity. 

No. Area Bearing capacity (kN/m2)
1 Mosul 300 
2 Baghdad 70 
3 Basra 50 
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Fig. 2  Building model draw in STAAD Pro V8i.  
 

Table 2  Basic load cases. 
No. Name 
1 Load Case 1/Self weight 
2 Load Case 2/Finish load-partitic 
3 Load Case 3/Total live load 
4 Load Case 4/Partial live load 1 
5 Load Case 5/partial live load 2 
 

Table 3  Combination load cases [20]. 

Comb. Combination L/C name Primary Primary L/C name Factor 

6 Combination load Case 6 
1 Load Case 1/Self weight 1.20 
2 Load Case 2/Finis load-partitic  1.20 

7 Combination load Case 7 
1 Load Case 1/Self weight 1.20 
2 Load Case 2/Finis load-partitic 1.20 
3 Load Case 3/Total live load 1.60 

8 Combination load Case 8 
1 Load Case 1/Self weight 1.20 
2 Load Case 2/Finis load-partitic 1.20 
4 Load Case 4/Partial live load 1 1.60 

9 Combination load Case 9 
1 Load Case 1/Self weight 1.20 
2 Load Case 2/Finis load-partitic  1.20 
5 Load Case 5/Partial live load 2 1.60 

10 Combination load Case 10 
1 Load Case 1/Self weight 1.00 
2 Load Case 2/Finis load-partitic 1.00 

11 Combination load Case 11 
1 Load Case 1/Self weight 1.00 
2 Load Case 2/Finis load-partitic 1.00 
3 Load Case 3/Total live load 1.00 

12 Combination load Case 12 
1 Load Case 1/Self weight 1.00 
2 Load Case 2/Finis load-partitic 1.00 
4 Load Case 4/Partial live load 1 1.00 

13 Combination load Case 13 
1 Load Case 1/Self weight 1.00 
2 Load Case 2/Finis load-partitic 1.00 
5 Load Case 5/Partial live load 2 1.00 
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Fig. 3 shows the analysis of the building design. In 
Cases 1 and 2, the load is assumed to be distributed on 
the whole building (full floor area). In Case 3, 
however, the uploading was like a checker board pattern, 
while Case 4 was opposite to Case 3. The base 
pressure distribution on the soil beneath the 
foundation is shown in Figs. 3-8. Fig. 3 shows the 
contour of the load Cases 1 and 2 for Mosul 
University. It can be noticed that most of the area of 
the raft has blue colour. This implies that the base 
pressure in this area does not exceed the range from 
70-75 kN/m2 for the both cases. The maximum soil 
pressures for the Cases 1 and 2 are 103 kN/m2 and 115 

kN/m2, respectively. They are much lower compared 
with the real soil pressure taken out from soil 
investigations (Table 1). In such a case, it is better to 
choose another type of foundation that will be more 
suitable to save time and money. In Cases 3 and 4 in 
Fig. 4, the maximum soil pressures for the both cases 
were 111 kN/m2 and 110 kN/m2, respectively. Most of 
the area beneath the raft has blue colour and its 
pressure does not exceed 73 kN/m2. In such a case, it 
is better to choose another type of foundation because 
the base pressure is lower than what is it in the soil. 

The analysis of the building in Baghdad soil is 
shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The pressure of soil under the  

 

 
Fig. 3  The base pressure contour for Mosul University (Case 1 and Case 2). 
 

 
Fig. 4  The base pressure contour for Mosul University (Case 3 and Case 4). 
 

Fig. 5  Base pressure contour for Baghdad University (Case 1 and Case 2). 
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Fig. 6  Base pressure contour for Baghdad University (Case 3 and Case 4). 
 

 
Fig. 7  Base pressure contour for Basra University (Case 1 and Case 2). 
 

Fig. 8  Base pressure contour for Basra University (Case 3 and Case 4).  
 

raft was between 63 kN/m2 and 69 kN/m2 for Case 1 
in Fig. 4, and the maximum was 80 kN/m2 as shown 
in the index bar. For Case 2, the base pressure was 
68-77 kN/m2 and the maximum was 88 kN/m2 in few 
places. The type of the raft foundation is suitable in 
this case. Furthermore, two types (raft and continuous) 
of foundations can be used in this case. Fig. 6 
illustrated Cases 3 and 4, which show the soil pressure 
under the foundation was 64-75 kN/m2. The 
maximum was 86 kN/m2 for Case 3. Where the base 
pressure for Case 4 was 65-73 kN/m2and maximum 
was 83 kN/m2. In such a case, the raft type is a good 

chooses, or it is possible to use two different types for 
left and right parts. 

Fig. 7 clarifies the analysis contour of Basra 
University building for the load Cases 1 and 2. The 
distribution of the soil pressure under the foundation 
was 60-70 kN/m2 in Case 1 and the maximum was 77 
kN/m2. While in Case 2, the base pressure was 77 
kN/m2 over almost the whole foundation area and the 
maximum was 85 kN/m2. The soil pressure was 75 
kN/m2 in Case 3 and maximum was 82 kN/m2 (Fig. 8). 
Case 4 shows that the maximum pressure was 81 
kN/m2 and the pressure distributed to the foundation 
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was about 71 kN/m2. The base pressure is higher than 
what is it in the soil. The raft type is a suitable chose 
for Basra soil conditions. 

6. Conclusions 

In view of the results obtained using STAAD Pro 
V8i software on the same educational building in three 
different sites in Iraq having different soil conditions, 
it was concluded that: 

(1) The base pressure on soil under the whole 
foundation of the building in Mosul was low. For this 
region, it is possible to use raft foundation or another 
type, which will be suitable and more economical; 

(2) Baghdad region soil is less in its hardness 
compared with that in Mosul. The analysis of the 
building shows that base pressure under the right part 
of the building foundation was higher than the left part. 
This leads to more than one choice. The first is using 
two types of foundations, raft type for the left part and 
continuous type for the right part. The second is to 
build the complete foundation as raft type; 

(3) The base pressure in Basra region is very high 
for the whole area under the foundation. Raft type is 
suitable to be used for Basra soil. 

The results imply that Iraqi engineers should use 
new design style for the buildings. Modern systems 
should be adopted depending on using different 
materials such as cold formed steel, pre cast, wood 
and thermistor bricks. Local materials are 
recommended to be used. This will decrease the loads 
of the building transmitted to the soil. Special code is 
to be used for construction and design in Iraq. Such 
code should include all the modern requirements for 
construction and design according to type of soil, 
geological and environmental conditions of Iraq.  
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